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Synthetic polymers (SyPs) have found many relevant applications niches in biomedical engineering. Their
mechanical properties, defined chemical structure, batch to batch consistency are attractive features
that render them superior (at least in some senses) to natural polymers. However, most SyPs must be
functionalized in order to properly serve for an intended biological application. Here we describe recent
strategies used to functionalize SyPs for tissue engineering and related applications. We review
functionalization strategies to promote cell–polymer interactions, to direct cell fate, and to induce
extra-cellular matrix (ECM) (or tissue) remodeling. Besides chemical functionalization, we describe a
selection of methods (i.e., casting and particle leaching, thermally induced phase separation, electro-
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spinning, gas foaming, and 3D printing) that have been used in recent literature to modify the architecture/
topography of scafolds made of SyPs. We also review recent literature on SyPs functionalization to impart
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antimicrobial or conductive character and to engineer actuators for tissue engineering applications. Finally,
we briefly discuss some of the trends on the engineering of SyPs (i.e., bioinspiration, 3D bioprinting, nucleic-
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acid-based platforms) that are currently reshaping tissue engineering.
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and tunability of mechanical and chemical properties make
them a material-choice diﬃcult to beat.
SyPs have shown a great potential as cellular scaﬀolds,
because of their many relevant advantages with respect to their
natural-origin counterparts. The mechanical properties of SyP
oﬀer wider range than natural polymers.2 Equally important is
the fact that SyPs exhibit a process-controllable batch-to-batch
consistency, as well as a well-defined and known chemistry.
In turn, these characteristics facilitate mass production while
assuring quality consistence which is vital for biomedical
applications. Many other properties of these materials can be
easily tuned, for example: surface and bulk chemistry, topology
(i.e., roughness/smoothness), or micro-porosity (including pore
size and interconnectivity). These properties greatly influence
scaﬀold-cell or scaﬀold-tissue interactions.3 Nevertheless, most
SyPs must be functionalized in order to serve properly for the
intended biological application.4
Here, we focus on reviewing diﬀerent functionalization
strategies to enhance the suitability of SyPs as cellular scaﬀolds
for diﬀerent emergent biomedical purposes. We cover literature
that has described diﬀerent functionalities in SyPs, relevant to
the biomedical engineering arena, aimed to promote polymercells interactions and to confer antimicrobial properties,
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1. Introduction
Synthetic polymers (SyPs) are widely used as biomaterials and
are suitable for a great extent of medical applications, going
from blood storage bags to bioinks to fabricate biological
tissues. The market of SyPs as biomaterials has been estimated
to grow with a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 15.63%
within the next 5 years.1 Their low cost, ease of manufacturing,
a
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actuation and/or conductivity. Some other relevant applications
of the functionalization of SyPs, such as controlled delivery, are
implicitly covered throughout this paper, since the application
scenarios that we analyze frequently imply the controlled
release of a compound to exert a long-lasting action.
Next, we provide a brief account of the topics that we
specifically address in this contribution. In Section 2, we provide
with examples of chemical functionalization of polymer surface to
promote polymer-cell interactions. As a particular case, we discuss
strategies to engineer the topology of SyPs to provide physical cues
for cell anchorage, proliferation, or expression. In Section 3, we
describe strategies to impart antimicrobial character to polymer
surfaces through chemical functionalization. We discuss two
main strategies, the addition of a chemical compound to the
polymer matrix or its surface or the addition of antibacterial
micro–nanoparticles to the polymer. In Section 4 we reviewed
functionalization strategies aimed to infer conductive properties
to polymeric surfaces. Then, in Section 5, we describe recent
advances on the development of actuators through polymer
functionalization strategies. Finally, in Section 6 we provide a
critical summary, and some closing remarks with an emphasis on
relevant trends to impart bio- ‘‘smartness’’ to polymers through
chemical functionalization.

2. Polymer-cell interactions
Polymer-based biomaterials have emerged as a suitable source
of scaﬀolds for cell culture. The physical–chemical nature of
each polymer is a key factor that influences biological responses.
Often, SyPs are inert materials that poorly interact with biological
systems. Because of this, scientists have designed different strategies to functionalize SyPs to produce 3D scaffolds capable to
sustain and tune cell behavior to promote complex biological
processes such as tissue regeneration and tissue formation.5–7
The aim of these strategies is to add biologically active components to the inert SyPs, so they can better mimic the ECM of
natural tissues and its biological complexity. Please note that
polymers of natural origin, such as collagen and collagen derived
materials, have been extensively used to mimic the ECM. However
here we exclusively focus on the functionalization of SyP. Also,
certain families of polymeric materials, such as the case of
hydrogels, deserve devoted attention. Hydrogels made from SyPs
are only tangentially covered here. Extensive reviews on the
functionalization of hydrogels and synthetic hydrogels can be
found elsewhere.8–10
In this section we will discuss several functionalization
strategies to promote three important biological processes:
promoting cell adhesion, directing cell fate and controlling cell
and tissue remodeling.
2.1. SyPs functionalization to promote cell attachment and
proliferation
Cell adhesion is a key biological process, since it precedes all
mechanisms underlying tissue formation, such as cell proliferation, migration, and diﬀerentiation.11 Cell–ECM interactions
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trigger a complex network of metabolic responses. The native ECM
contains attachment motifs that cells recognize through integrins
to facilitate their attachment, proliferation, and organization with
surrounding cells, thereby leading to tissue formation and
maturation.12–14 In this context, a wide variety of functionalization
approaches have been implemented to modify SyPs as a means of
stimulating cell-material interactions.15
2.1.1. RGD-Conjugated SyPs. The polymer chemistry toolbox has been widely exploited to functionalize SyPs. Grafting
bioactive macromolecules to polymer surfaces has been extensively used to enhance cell adhesion. The most reported/used
adhesion motif for stimulating cell attachment to SyPs is the
tripeptide Arginine-Glycine-Aspartate (RGD), which is specific
for integrin recognition.11,12,16
For instance, Wu et al. reported the functionalization of SyPs
with RGD-containing peptides and growth factors to favor cell
orientation and migration for the promotion of tissue repair.11
These authors designed a two-layer-polymer: the bottom layer
was composed of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate-co-glycidyl
methacrylate) (PHEMA-co-GMA)), whereas the top layer was made
of PHEMA. The first copolymer was subjected to surface-initiated
atom transfer radical polymerization for 20 min or 60 min to
further graft a PHEMA block (Fig. 1ai). The shortest polymerization time rendered the thinnest layer of a PHEMA barrier. RGD
peptides were covalently attached to the bottom layer of the
(PHEMA-co-GMA) through the formation of epoxy-amino groups.
PHEMA was used as a barrier between the cells and the RGDfunctionalized-scaﬀold because of its capacity for avoiding nonspecific absorption of protein and cells. The authors reported that
RGD promoted a significantly higher cell attachment (Fig. 1aii
and iii) and spreading area (Fig. 1aiv) in substrates with narrow
thickness or no-PHEMA layer (B2.3–3.0 fold), whereas RGD had
no impact on the attachment or spreading of cells in scaffolds
containing thick PHEMA layers.11 Furthermore, differences in
cellular behavior were also observed as a function of the RGD
functionalization. For instance, smooth muscle cells (SMCs)
growing in copolymers that presented the RGD peptides deeper
in PHEMA showed a higher expression of vinculin and a broader
distribution of actin filaments.
Cell adhesion has been also studied in the context of
vascular endothelialization using nanofibers formulated with
SyPs to promote in vitro development of vascular tissue. Zhu et al.
produced nanofibers based on poly(ester-urethane) urea (PEUU)
functionalized with t-butoxycarbonyl (PEUU-Boc) through covalent
binding by isocyanato-amino or isocyanato-hydroxy condensation.18
The authors reported that human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVECs) exhibited greater adhesion and cell density on
PEUU-RGD than on PEUU nanofibers due to RGD-integrin interactions. On the contrary, polymers with Boc and amine groups
limited HUVEC viability, presumably due to the generation of an
alkaline environment.19 Hemolytic activity assays conducted on the
materials to evaluate the risk of thrombus or clotting formation
revealed that constructs containing RGD had the lowest hemolysis
rates (1.21%; under the safe limit of 5%19) compared to the
treatments without the peptides. Overall, the authors showed that
PEUU-RGD is a promising scaﬀold for endothelialization.
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Fig. 1 Strategies to engineer synthetic polymers (SyPs) to promote cell attachment and proliferation. (a) Chemical functionalization of a poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate-co-glycidyl methacrylate) (PHEMA-co-GMA)-b-PHEMA scaﬀold using RGD peptides. (i) Schematic representation of the
functionalization method: the amino groups of the RGD peptides were grafted to the epoxy groups of PHEMA-co-GMA using a nucleophilic ringopening reaction. (ii) Fluorescein staining of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) adhered onto surfaces with or without RGD moieties. PHEMA-co-GMA-bPHEMA obtained after a surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization for 20 (PHGPH20) and 60 min (PHGPH60) (PHG: PHEMA-co-GMA,
PHGPH: PHEMA-co-GMA-b-PHEMA). Scale bar: 50 mm. Quantification of (iii) cell numbers, and (iv) cell spreading area, after culture for 4 h and 24 h in
presence or absence of RGD moieties (adapted from Wu et al.,11 with permission from Elsevier). (b) A PEG-based hydrogel functionalized with N-terminal
agrin (NtA, a proteoglycan) for specific immobilization of laminin. (i) A 4-arm PEG maleimide molecule was reacted with NtA via a Michael-type addition;
a hydrogel network was formed using non-degradable crosslinkers and crosslinkers susceptible to enzymatic degradation. (ii and iii) The eﬀect of using
PEG-hydrogels with no laminin (Unm), physically entrapped laminin (Entrap), and NtA-immobilized laminin (Immob 10 mM NtA) on the growth and neurite
lengths of neural stem cells (NSCs). Immunostaining showing bIII-tubulin (green) and DAPI staining showing nuclei (blue). Scale bar (white): 200 mm; scale
bar (yellow): 80 mm). (Adapted from Barros et al.,17 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.)

The correct spatial distribution of proteins and the proper
presentation of their functional domains are paramount for
controlling cell behavior. Seo et al. showed that the exposure of
functional domains can be controlled using electric fields,20
which provoke folding and unfolding of a protein and that
folding can be tuned according to the cell needs. In this regard,
RGD-functionalized SyPs can be engineered to direct cell adhesion and migration by controlling exposure of these domains.20
Li et al. hypothesized that a stretched configuration of SyPs
molecules functionalized with RGD peptides may result in an
improved attachment and spreading of the cells onto the
scaﬀold.16 They cultured human dermal fibroblasts on SyP
scaﬀolds composed of a tri-block copolymer of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), PHEMA, and PMMA functionalized
with RGD domains via the thiol-acrylate Michael addition.16
The SyP was then patterned on a silicon wafer and exposed to
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electrical fields (2 V cm1) for 2 h. The electrical stimulation
was capable of stretching the polymer (and presumably, exposing the RGD domains) by a factor of five. Fibroblasts cultured
on the electrically-stretched scaﬀolds exhibited an enhanced
attachment and spreading than when cultured on scaﬀolds not
exposed to the electric field. These results demonstrate that
electrophoretic principles can be used to modulate cell adhesion and mobility through the exposure of RGD domains.16
2.1.2. Engineering of SyPs using ECM proteins. Chemical
functionalization and physical adsorption of ECM proteins
(such as collagen, fibronectin (FN), and laminin) are parts of
a widespread strategy that can promote cell–SyP matrix
interactions.21–25 For instance, Zahari et al.26 produced electrospun cell scaffolds from PMMA containing physically adsorbed
collagen type 1 or laminin for muscle-tissue regeneration. The
authors found that the use of genipin as the crosslinking agent
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increased the protein adsorption by 2- to 3-fold compared to
treatments without enzymatic crosslinking. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) assessment showed that the adsorbed proteins
generated significantly rougher surfaces than were present on
scaffolds with no protein, but no significant differences were
reported for attachment or proliferation due to the increased
surface area. Moreover, myoblasts and fibroblasts cultured on
the PMMA-laminin-genipin scaffolds exhibited an elongated
morphology, whereas cells cultured on scaffolds coated with
collagen or on the non-treated nanofiber mesh displayed a
polygonal morphology. Myocytes exhibited a preference for
PMMA-laminin-genipin scaffolds for proliferation and migration, whereas fibroblasts showed a preference for the PMMAcollagen-genipin scaffolds. Therefore, ad hoc ECM protein coating
is a simple, but very useful, strategy for the design SyP-based cell
scaffolds.
Another simple, yet practical, strategy to engineer SyP biomaterials is to use particles as the adsorbent substrate.27,28 Yala
et al.29 reported the fabrication of a bionanocomposite based
on hydroxyapatite (HA) and polylactic acid (PLA) adsorbed with
FN for bone tissue engineering applications. The authors
grafted lactic acid molecules onto HA particles via a ringopening polymerization, thereby rendering a powder. Mixtures
of pristine HA and the HA-PLA powders were compacted into
pellets and allowed to adsorb FN. Pellets containing a higher
proportion of HA-PLA adsorbed more FN than their counterparts and were used as scaﬀolds for culturing osteoblasts.
STRO-1 + A osteoblast progenitor cells cultured on the HA-PLA
with preabsorbed FN showed an enhanced adhesion in comparison to scaﬀolds with no FN.
Other popular strategies include the use of volumetric
cell-laden–SyP hydrogels engineered with ECM proteins. Here,
the most popular example is perhaps poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) networks enriched with ECM proteins by physical
entrapment.17,30–32 This straightforward method has proven
effective for promoting cell attachment and proliferation and
for triggering even more sophisticated responses, such as cell
differentiation and tissue maturation.17,33,34
The recent literature illustrates even more elaborate methods
for engineering SyPs with ECM proteins.17,35–38 For instance,
Barros et al.17 reported the design of SyP-ECM hydrogels for
neural regeneration applications. The authors’ aim was to show
the convenience of immobilizing laminin, a key ECM protein
for neural tissue, in PEG 4MAL in a more natural way.
In physiological scenarios, laminin binds agrin, an ECM proteoglycan of B500 kDa, through the N-terminal agrin domain
(NtA). These authors functionalized PEG-based hydrogels with
NtA to promote a selective immobilization of laminin, with the
intention of recapitulating NtA and laminin interaction in their
SyP functionalization experiments. Therefore, a four-arm maleimide (4MAL)-terminated PEG was grafted to produce a PEGylated NtA domain through a Michael-type addition. By doing so,
they aimed to gain high affinity binding and control over the
conformation and orientation of the molecules of laminin in
the SyP to better recapitulate the cellular niche for neural stem
cell development.
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In addition, the PEG-4MAL hydrogel networks were prepared
using two types of crosslinkers, one sensitive to matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)2 degradation (a peptide) and a nondegradable one (PEG-dithiol) (Fig. 1bi). The controls of the
study were PEG-4MAL hydrogels with no laminin and PEG-4MAL
hydrogels with physically entrapped laminin. The biological
performance was assessed by loading neural stem cells (NSCs)
into the engineered SyPs and then evaluating cell attachment,
viability, proliferation, neurite outgrowth, and preservation of
stemness. Immobilization of laminin using 10 mM NtA significantly increased the cell proliferation (more than 2-fold) at day 7
compared to hydrogels without laminin and with physically
entrapped laminin (Fig. 1bii). Furthermore, the numbers and
outgrowths of neurites were also favoured. Loading of NSCs into
10 mM NtA-functionalized hydrogels resulted in the development
of neurites as long as 20 000 mm, or one order of magnitude
longer than those cultured in hydrogels with no laminin or with
entrapped laminin (Fig. 1biii). The NSCs stained positive for
nestin in all tested hydrogels at day 14. This finding demonstrates that the engineered SyP hydrogels can support the cell
stemness required for therapeutic cell transplantation procedures. Furthermore, hydrogels functionalized with 10 mM NtA
promoted neuronal maturation, as revealed by Tau and MAP2
expression (markers for mature neurons) in the cell axons.
This work introduces a powerful platform whereby a SyP-based
scaﬀold not only incorporates ECM components in its design but
also mimics the structure and biological functions of the ECM
itself by interplaying with SyPs, proteoglycans, proteins, and
peptides for regenerative purposes.
Adsorbing FN onto or absorbing it into cell scaﬀolds is a
strategy extensively used to promote cell attachment.39–42
Recent reports show that recombinant engineered FN fragments
can be even more efficient than full-length FN at promoting cell
attachment and growth.43,44 Licht et al.38 engineered an injectable PEG-based hydrogel functionalized with a recombinant FN
fragment (FNIII9*-10/12-14) that contained cell adhesive motifs
and a growth factor domain for nerve tissue regeneration.
Briefly, eight-arm star-PEG molecules were functionalized
with two functional peptides, namely a peptide that functions
as a transglutaminase substrate for enzymatic crosslinking with
the FXIII coagulation factor and an MMP-sensitive peptide.
Either full-length FN or FN fragments were loaded into the
starPEG hydrogels via enzymatic crosslinking. For this, the
recombinant FN fragment was designed to contain a motif
responsive to FXIII that allowed crosslinking between the
N-terminus of the peptide to the available amines in the
functionalized starPEG hydrogels. The authors demonstrated
that adding FN fragment concentrations as low as 0.5 mM was
significantly more eﬃcient in promoting fibroblasts growth
after 7 days of culture than was adding 5 mM of RGD peptides.
Higher concentrations of the FN fragment (2 mM and 5 mM)
were even more eﬃcient at enhancing cell attachment and
proliferation than were RGD treatments and gave a similar
eﬃciency to that attained with hydrogels treated with 1 mM full
FN. Functionalizing with FN (B220 kDa) or FN fragments
(51 kDa) was also shown to have a significant molecular
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weight-dependent impact on the hydrogel stiﬀness (higher
stiﬀness with FN than with FN fragments). In general, cells
proliferate more eﬃciently when encapsulated in softer than in
stiﬀer matrices, since they benefit from the wider spacing
within the 3D networks. However, in this study, the authors
demonstrated that softness alone is not suﬃcient for optimal
support of cell growth. Comparison of the proliferative behaviors in cell-laden-hydrogels with and without FN fragment
revealed a compromise between matrix stiﬀness and the
presence of anchoring molecules to support cell growth. The
softest starPEG hydrogel (storage modulus of B10 Pa) functionalized with FN fragments showed a better support of cell
proliferation compared with hydrogels with full FN.
Functionalization of PEG-based hydrogels with FN fragments was confirmed as a practical strategy to provide a ‘‘notbulky-combo’’ of anchoring motifs and a growth factor domain
without aﬀecting the optimum hydrogel network density (or
stiﬀness). Furthermore, this is an example of the wide range of
possibilities that the design and production of recombinant
ECM-like small peptides can provide to engineering SyPs for
tissue engineering. Overall, these studies demonstrate that the
incorporation of RGD moieties or ECM molecules into SyPbased scaﬀolds is a powerful approach for tuning biological
functionality.
2.2.

SyP engineering to control cell fate

Functionalized SyPs can direct cells to play roles that are relevant
in wound healing, regeneration processes, implant acceptance,
and even, gene therapy.15,45 SyPs oﬀer great and valuable versatility and amenability to be functionalized using bioactive
peptides,46 growth factors,47 or synthetic tissue-mimicking microparticles.48 These biochemical or biophysical stimuli trigger
cellular diﬀerentiation processes, leading to expression of specific
phenotypes and specialization of cells.49
The following studies show frequently reported strategies
used to modify SyPs to promote cell diﬀerentiation; for example,
physical coating (using electrospinning), physical absorption, and
manipulation of mechanical properties.
Watarai et al. reported the synthesis of hydrogels based on
starPEG-heparin for modulating dermal fibroblast growth and
diﬀerentiation. The base hydrogels were prepared by crosslinking heparin to starPEG using an (N-ethyl-N 0 -(3-(dimethylamino)propyl) carbodiimide/N-hydroxysuccinimide) (EDC/NHS)
reaction. The crosslinked hydrogels were further engineered to
confer cell-adhesion and degradability features to them. Cell
adhesion was enhanced by reacting the heparin-maleimide
conjugate with a cyclic RGD peptide.50,51 Cell remodeling was
promoted by conjugating MMP cleavable motifs (CL) containing cysteine groups to the maleimide-terminated PEG chains
(Fig. 2a).
Primary human dermal fibroblasts were cultured on the synthesized hydrogels. As expected, the presence of the RGD
peptides fostered dermal fibroblast proliferation. Furthermore, the
CL peptides eﬀectively upheld scaﬀold degradation, although no
signs of remodeling (i.e., internalization of cells into the scaﬀold)
were observed. The presence of metalloproteinase-sensitive CL
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peptides also allowed sustained cell proliferation for 48 h, but a
significant decrease was observed after 72 h (Fig. 2b).
The authors also demonstrated the utility of starPEGheparin hydrogels as a controlled-release system. Soluble
transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) loaded into the starPEGheparin hydrogels was eﬃciently immobilized onto the heparin
and gradually released over time. This strategy was eﬀective in
inducing a myofibroblast phenotype in the dermal fibroblasts, as
demonstrated by the expression of collagen type 1, a-smooth
muscle actin, and palladin (Fig. 2c). These findings show that
starPEG-heparin hydrogels could have potential use as functional
wound dressings.50
In another study, Miszuk et al. engineered a SyP by thermally
induced nanofiber self-agglomeration and to induce osteogenic
diﬀerentiation.52 The authors produced 3D nanofibrous polycaprolactone (PCL) scaﬀolds by electrospinning, which were
then coated with bone-like HA upon immersion in fetal
bovine serum.
Electrospun scafolds oﬀer a high versatility for functionalization on their surface as they possess a highly interconnected
nano-porous morphology, resulting in high specific surface
area. Finally, the authors added bone morphogenic protein
(BMP2) and phenamil, an amiloride derivative, which acts
synergistically with BMP2 to enhance bone formation. This
treatment was compared to PCL scaﬀolds with BMP2 only.
C2C12 cells were cultured in each scaﬀold, incubated, and monitored over 4 weeks. Viability was not aﬀected by adding HA.
In addition, the expression of runt-related transcription
factor 2 (Runx2) and bone sialoprotein markers was assessed
after 10 days. The authors reported that both HA and phenamil
stimulated osteogenic diﬀerentiation when present in the scaffolds. A 1.25- and 1.5-fold increased expression in Runx2 was
observed when using HA and phenamil, respectively. However,
an even higher expression for this biomarker was achieved
when HA and phenamil were used together. In a similar work, a
PLA nanofibrous mesh was treated with sodium hydroxide
(NaOH). This simple treatment induced Ca2+ ions chelation,
promoting nucleation and growth of HA on the surface of the
scaﬀold.53
Aiming for neurite development, Liu et al. used electroconductive hydrogels to promote diﬀerentiation of pheochromocytoma-derived PC12 cells to neuronal cells.54 Carbon nanotubes
were modified with PEG by reaction with dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) and dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP), and precipitation with acetone to include an acrylate functional group.
Subsequently, graphene oxide and acryloyl chloride reacted to
insert double bonds to the structure. After successive steps of
chemical modifications, the SyPs were positively charged. The
hydrogels were seeded with PC12 cells. Conductive scaﬀolds
allowed faster proliferation of PC12 cells than non-conductive
analogous. Besides, cell spreading was stimulated by conductivity, rendering cell areas around 1100 mm2 in comparison to
non-conductive scaﬀolds which presented cell covered areas of
934 mm2. Cell spreading was also influenced by the stiﬀness of
the constructs; the non-modified-scaﬀold was stiﬀer, hampering
cell-matrix interactions. Additionally, neuronal diﬀerentiation
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Fig. 2 Chemical functionalization to control cell fate. (a) Schematics of cell-instructive starPEG hydrogels for wound healing applications; starPEGheparin hydrogels were functionalized with RGD and matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) cleavable (CL) motifs to induce myofibroblast diﬀerentiation.
(b) Proliferation of dermal fibroblasts cultured on the substrates determined at three time points using the XTT assay. (c) Immunostaining micrographs
exhibiting the expression of (i) collagen type I (purple) with and without soluble transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) added to the cell culture media
(scale bar: 50 mm), and (ii) a-smooth muscle actin (red), and palladin (white) with TGF-b either pre-adsorbed into the hydrogels (TGF-b adsorbed) or
added to the cell culture media. Actin (green) and nuclei (blue) are shown. Scale bar: 20 mm. (Adapted from Watarai et al.,50 with permission from Elsevier.)

induced by nerve growth factor was evidenced through neurite
development and cellular elongation.54
The toolbox to manipulate SyPs characteristics enables the
creation of polymers capable of modulating cell fate. This
brings us closer to creating a more diverse and refined microenvironment that will soon be capable of mimicking complex
human tissues.
2.3.

SyP engineering to promote tissue remodeling

Tissue remodeling, the process of restoring and reorganizing
tissues,55 is a key feature in regenerative tissue engineering.
Implantation of an inert material into the body triggers the
formation of scar tissue, which surrounds the implant as a
consequence of the foreign body response. However, scar tissue
no longer preserves the biological functionalities of the original
tissue it substitutes, and this can lead to more complex problems,
ranging from discomfort to organ failure.56 To address this
drawback, researchers have designed SyPs that are capable
of establishing interactions with cells that can ‘‘reshape’’ the
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provisional SyP matrix to yield a fully functional tissue. These
SyPs should be amenable to cell-driven structural reorganization
through hydrolysis, subtraction, and/or substitution of specific
activated regions within a polymer network.57 Common strategies
adopted to engineer SyP-based scaﬀolds to promote tissue remodeling involve the synthesis and use of biodegradable polymers
such as poly(L-lactide) (PLLA), poly(lactide-co-glycolide) polymers
(PLGA), PCL and polydioxanone,57–62 functionalization with
adhesive motifs63,64 and peptidic cross-linkers amenable to
enzymatic degradation,65–67 and the utilization of molecules
that activate biological pathways related to tissue degradation
and remodeling.66,68–70
For instance, Taskin et al. developed polydopamine (pDA)coated PCL electrospun mats for wound healing purposes.66
The simple and elegant fabrication strategy supported a wellbalanced expression of markers related to tissue remodeling of
human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) cultured on the scaffolds. High ratios of MMP1 and tissue inhibitor of metalloproteases (TIMP1) expression (MMP1/TIMP1) are associated
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with ECM remodeling and healing. In this study, the pDA
scaﬀolds exhibited MMP1/TIMP1 ratios of 12, while their pristine counterpart had a ratio of only 1 after 4 weeks of culture.
The experimental evidence indicates that coating SyP-electospun
scaﬀolds with pDA is an eﬀective strategy for promoting cell
remodeling, although the underlying mechanism is not fully
understood. The ability of pDA to confer hydrophilicity to
surfaces,66,71,72 to bind bioactive molecules,73–75 and to (presumably) trigger cell-signaling pathways76–78 may provide elements
that can explain the observed outcomes.
In another contribution, Madl et al. presented a promising
strategy for the treatment of nervous disorders. Their strategy
involved the use of neural progenitor cells (NPCs) to replace
damaged tissue. These cells can diﬀerentiate into other neural
cell types and have the capacity for self-renewal.79 NPCs require
a matrix amenable to remodeling, namely one that allows cell
proliferation and maintains stiﬀness. Accordingly, the authors
designed PEG that can be proteolytically degraded and alginate
that can be physically remodeled. These were used to form a
polymeric complex that was further modified with elastin-like
proteins containing integrin-binding RGD and elastin domains,
as well as MMP cleavable sites via tetrakis(hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chloride (THPC) crosslinking.79 The NPCs eﬀectively
degraded the low crosslinking-density polymers by proteolytic
cleavage, and this was correlated with an increased expression
of the stemness markers, Nestin and Sox2, as the hydrogel
degraded. Consistently, the NPCs also expressed disintegrin
and MMP9, markers related to cell stemness remodeling,
during the hydrogel degradation. The authors also found that
the initial stiﬀness of the hydrogel had no significant eﬀect on
its degradation and that cell proliferation depended on matrix
degradation. Extensive NPCs proliferation was achieved after
only 3 days of culture in hydrogels that had high degradability,
whereas proliferation was delayed in medium- and lowdegradability scaﬀolds (starting at day 7 and 14, respectively).79
Overall, this amenability of SyPs to matrix remodeling by enzymatic degradation supported the NPCs stemness and proliferation that is crucial for regenerative purposes.79
The use of SyPs has also been explored for cardiac tissue
regeneration.80–82 For example, Matsumura et al. developed a
degradable, thermo-responsive and injectable hydrogel for
treating myocardial infarction.83 Their SyP consisted of three
different polymers with particular functions: N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) for thermal responsiveness, HEMA for hydrophilicity balance, and methacrylate polylactide (MAPLA) for
biodegradability (Fig. 3ai). Briefly, the copolymer was synthesized by free radical polymerization under argon protection and
precipitation in hexane. The poly(NIPAAm-co-HEMA-co-MAPLA)
copolymer was optimized to render an injectable viscous pregel
amenable to gelation at physiological temperature (37 1C;
Fig. 3aii). The implant was designed to match the mechanical
features of the myocardium, while properly supporting tissue
remodeling that would ultimately derive healthy and functional
cardiac tissue. The occurrence of unfavorable remodeling can
give rise to problems such as cystic fibrosis of the cardiac
tissue.
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The authors tested their optimized hydrogel formulation in
a porcine model. Two weeks after an induced myocardial
infarction (in the left ventricle of the heart), poly(NIPAAm-coHEMA-co-MAPLA) hydrogel or phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS)
(control) was injected into the infarcted zone (Fig. 3b). Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and physical examination of the
explanted hearts confirmed the presence of the hydrogel within
the tissue. Mechanical assessment of the post-infarcted specimens
showed that the tissues treated with the hydrogel had eﬀectively
strengthened and matched the anisotropy of the native tissue,
while the infarcted hearts injected with PBS softened over time.
Furthermore, the hydrogel-treated tissues exhibited signs of
enhanced tissue remodeling that were not evident in tissues
injected with PBS. Histology assessment showed that infarcted
tissues injected with PBS developed dense collagen-rich fibrotic
tissue, whereas the implanted poly(NIPAAm-co-HEMA-co-MAPLA)
hydrogels were eﬀectively infiltrated by cells and rendered the
expected loose matrix of collagen (typical of a healthy tissue).
Consistently, the wall thickness value was significantly higher in
hydrogel-treated hearts than in PBS controls (which exhibited tissue
collapse due to the unhealthy scarring; Fig. 3c). Finally, immunostaining assays confirmed eﬃcient infiltration of microphages into
the injected hydrogel, as well as higher expression of the muscle
marker a-SMA and greater development of open blood vessels in
the hydrogel-treated hearts than the PBS controls (Fig. 3d).83
These contributions exemplify the remarkable potential of
SyPs as a family of biomaterials with sophisticated biological
functionalities that also oﬀer intrinsic advantages such as
manufacturability, mechanical robustness, and consistency
from batch to batch. Tables 1 and 2 summarize chemical and
physical strategies, respectively, used to functionalize SyPs for
promoting polymer–cell interactions. Fig. 4 shows schematic
representations of the most representative strategies.

3. Engineering of scaﬀold architecture
The success of a scaﬀold depends on its chemical and biological
properties but is also greatly dictated by its architecture/
topology, in the broadest sense of the term. In fact, depending
on the processing technology, the main structural feature
(i.e., the building block) of the scaﬀold may change radically
to produce a diverse range of materials spanning from disordered electrospun fibers to highly ordered 3D printed geometries. The pore size distribution and pore number density
(which together define the overall porosity in terms of the void
volume fraction), as well as the open cell fraction, the size of
the open porosity hole, the surface roughness, the micro- and
nano-patterning, the orientation and/or gradients of all the
above, play a tremendous role in dictating cell interactions,
adhesion, fate, and remodeling. Here, the technologies and the
diﬀerent topological attributes of the scaﬀold will be reviewed,
together with the novel developmental opportunities brought
about by recent technological innovations.
SyP processing technologies to produce porous structures
suitable for tissue engineering may be classified as standard or
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Fig. 3 An injectable thermoresponsive SyP hydrogel for myocardial infarction therapy. (a) Copolymer composed of (i) poly(NIPAAm-co-HEMA-coMAPLA) (NIPAAm: N-iso-propylacrylamide, HEMA: 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, MAPLA: methacrylate polylactide), and (ii) its rapid gelation at 37 1C in a
phosphate buﬀered saline (PBS) bath. (b) Therapy concept: (i) schematic representation of the intramyocardial injection of the hydrogel after the infarct
and preservation of function and geometry over time, (ii) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) analysis, (iii) processed MRI time sequence, and (iv) explanted
porcine heart showing the presence of the hydrogel in the myocardium after injection. (c) Histology and geometric parameters of the infarcted tissue (IF)
injected with the hydrogel (Gel) or PBS after 8 weeks: (i) Masson’s trichrome staining, (ii) wall thickness and collagen content. Scale bar (black): 100 mm;
scale bar (white): 1 mm. (d) Tissue remodeling assessment of the infarcted tissue injected with the hydrogel (Gel) or PBS after 8 weeks. Immunostaining
micrographs and quantification of (i) lectin galactoside-binding soluble 3 (MAC2) showing recruitment of macrophages (green), (ii) the muscle marker
a-SMA (green), and (iii) the vessel marker CD31 (red). Scale bar: 100 mm. (Adapted from Matsumura et al.83 with permission from Elsevier.)

novel technologies. The first group of technologies has been
available since the 1980s, when tissue engineering emerged
and scientists, engineers, and physicians applied tools from a
variety of fields to design and build constructs that could
mimic biological tissues. The second group of technologies
was developed concurrently with the progress in the field,
sometimes to cope with the need for more detailed, precise,
adaptable, active, and smart constructs. Among the standard technologies, the main ones in wide use are solvent
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casting/particulate leaching (SC/PL), thermally induced phase
separation (TIPS), and foaming.
3.1.

The solvent casting/particulate leaching process

In the SC/PL process, a polymer is first dissolved in a highly
volatile solvent, then a porogen (i.e., a pore generator) component is incorporated, followed by casting of the mixture into
a mold.84 The solvent is then allowed to evaporate in mild
conditions, leaving the solid polymer/porogen composite.
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Examples of chemical functionalization strategies

Functional group involved
SyP
base
PHEMAco-GMA
PMAA/
PHEMA
PEUU
PEG

Added molecule

In the SyP

RGD peptides

Epoxy
groups
Acrylate
groups
t-Butoxycarbonyl

Thiol containing
RGD peptides
RGD peptides
Propargyl containing
RGD peptides
N-Terminal agrin (NtA)

Azide
groups
Maleimide
groups

starPEG

MMP2- sensitive
peptide

Maleimide
groups

PEG

Model protein

starPEG

Heparin

DBCO
groups
Amine
groups

PEGVinyl
sulfone
starPEG

Laminin or collagen
derived peptides RGD
peptides
MMP-sensitive peptide

PEG

MMP cleavable sites

starPEG

In the added
molecule
Amine groups
Thiol groups
Amine groups
Propargyl
groups
Thiol gropus
(in cystein
residues)
Thiol gropus
(in cystein
residues)
Azide

Reaction

Goal

Cell

Ref.

Nucleophilic ringopening reaction
Thiol-acrylate
Michael addition
Carboxyl-amino
condensation
reaction
Click reaction

Attachment and
migration
Attachment and
migration
Attachment and
proliferation

Smooth muscle
cells
Human dermal
fibroblasts
Vascular tissue

11

Attachment

20

Michael-type
addition

Remodeling and
Stemness

Human vein
endothelial cells
Human neural
stem cells

Michael-type
addition

Remodeling and
Stemness

Human neural
stem cells

17

Click reaction

Protein
immobilization
RGD and growth
factors
immobilization
Attachment and
remodeling

N/A

37

Dermal fibroblasts

50

Endometrial
stromal cells,
epithelial cells
Human mesenchymal stem cells
Neural progenitor
cells

63

Carboxilic acid
group

(EDC/NHS)

Vinyl sulfone groups

Thiol groups

Michael-type
addition

Norbornene
groups
Amine
groups

Thiol groups

Thiolene photopolymerization
THPC
crosslinking

Amine groups

Remodeling
Remodeling

16
18

17

65 and 66
79

GMA: glycidyl methacrylate; PHEMA: poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate); PMAA: poly(methacrylic acid); PEUU: poly(ester-urethane) urea; PEG:
poly(ethylene)glycol; DBCO: dibenzylcyclooctyne; THPC: tetrakis(hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chloride; EDC: N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N 0 ethylcarbodiimide; NHS: N-hydroxysuccinimide.

Table 2

Examples of physical functionalization strategies

SyP

Added molecule

Method

Goal of functionalization

Cells

Ref.

PMMA

Physical adsorption

Proliferation and migration

Generic protein

N/A

32

starPEG

FN fragments

Physical entrapment

Attachment and spreading
Attachment and neurite
development
Generic tissue-engineering
applications
Proliferation and spreading

29
17

PEG

Physical adsorption
Selective immobilization mediated
by NtA
Physical entrapment

Myoblasts and
fibroblasts
Osteoblasts
NSCs

26

PLA
starPEG

Laminin and collagen
type I
FN
Laminin

38

starPEG

b (TGF-b)

Diﬀerentiation

50

PCL
starPEG

BMP-2
Platelet-derived growth
factor
Photocleavable protein
PGA

Physical immobilization mediated by
heparin
Thermally induced self-agglomeration
Physical entrapment

Fibroblasts and neural
cells
Dermal fibroblasts

Diﬀerentiation and regeneration
Protein release

Myoblasts
N/A

52
31

Physical entrapment
Physical adsorption

Mechanical modulation
Remodeling

N/A
Osteoblast-like cells

36
60

starPEG
PLLA

PMAA: poly(methacrylic acid); PLA: polylactic acid; FN: fibronectin; PEG: poly(ethylene)glycol; NSC: neural stem cells; TGF-b: soluble transforming
growth factor b; PCL: polycaprolactone; BMP-2: bone morphogenic protein 2; PGA: poly(glycolic acid); PLLA: poly(L-lactide).

Finally, the porogen is dissolved to achieve the final porous
polymer scaﬀold.
Typical porogens are either organic compounds (gelatin or
glucose microspheres) or water-soluble inorganic salts (e.g.,
potassium chloride (KCl) or sodium chloride (NaCl)).85 The technology is very versatile and simple, does not require expensive
equipment, and—with a careful control of the porogen shape, size,
and amount—can achieve very controlled porous architectures
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that are tuned to the scaﬀold prerequisites. For instance, in
addition to conventional cuboidal pores, tubular porosities, which
are of interest in peripheral nerve regeneration, were recently
achieved using saccharide fibers (i.e., cotton candy) as the porogen
phase.86 Combinations of two porogens (i.e., NaCl and PEG) and
one SyP (i.e., PCL) have been also used to render a highly
interconnected pore network with a relatively uniform pore size
(i.e., 378–435 mm) for bone tissue engineering applications.87
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Fig. 4 Schematic representations of the most common engineering strategies for promoting SyP-cell interactions. (a) Cell attachment inducement by
chemically or physically functionalizing (i) SyP surfaces or (ii–iv) SyP networks with (i, ii) ECM proteins (iii) ECM small molecules, or (iv) cell-adhesive
motifs. (b) Directing cell fate by chemically or physically functionalizing (i) SyP surfaces or (ii) SyP networks with bio-responsive molecules (such as growth
factors, peptides or drugs) coupled (or not coupled) with controlled delivery systems (i.e., tethering molecules). (c) Inducing matrix remodeling of SyP
networks by (i) functionalizing SyP molecules with cleavable motifs, or (ii) including ECM molecules into the 3D-network. The following abbreviations
have been used in the figure: FN: fibronectin; BSA: bovine serum albumin; Col IV: collagen IV; FRP: fluorescent recombinant proteins; ELP: elastin-like
protein; GAG: glycosaminoglycan; FGF: fibroblastic growth factor; NPA-L1: neuron protein adhesion L1; TGF-b1: transforming growth factor beta 1;
MMP-CL: matrix metalloproteinase cleavable; PGA: poly(glycolic acid); PLA: polylactic acid; P-D PEG: proteolytically-degradable poly(ethylene glycol);
P-R: physically-remodelable; PGF-BB: platelet-derived growth factor-BB; P-CL: photo-cleavable; TIMP: tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase.

SC/PL is, in principle, applicable to a wide variety of polymers, provided that a solvent that is available and suitable for
the polymer is not also a solvent for the porogen. Some drawbacks characterize SC/PL, the most important being the solvent
and porogen residues. The solvent residue could be toxic to
cells, and residues can leach from the porogen; therefore, some
restrictions apply regarding the size distribution and, mainly,
the volume fraction of the porogen. The recent trends in SC/PL
consider the use of: (i) binary and ternary polymer blends and
(ii) combined processing techniques to achieve better control of
the morphology and roughness and to tune the mechanical
features, biocompatibility and biodegradability of the scaﬀold.
For example, Mao et al. adopted a combined SC/PL and compression molding method to produce PLA/ethyl cellulose/HA
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scaﬀolds designed for bone regeneration,88 whereas Chen et al.
utilized a combined SC/PL and TIPS on PLA.86 Bhaskar et al.
processed PEG/PLA blends with SC/PL and observed improved
alkaline phosphatase (ALP) activity and mineralized matrix production compared to a neat PLA scaﬀold as a consequence of
the pore structure modification brought about by the PEG
incorporation.89 Indeed, SC/PL has found a frequent niche of
application in bone tissue engineering.90 Additives (e.g., demineralized bone microparticles; b-dicalcium silicate (b-Ca2SiO4); HA
particles, and wollastonite, among others) can be incorporated
into the SyP to enable an adequate chemical and physical environment for bone regeneration.90 Recently, SC/PL using SyPs has been
expanded to tissue engineering applications related to the recapitulation of cartilage,91 bone marrow,85 and pancreatic tissue.92
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Deliormanlı et al. utilized SC/PL with graphene-loaded PCL
for tissue engineering of cartilage in a broad study of the eﬀect
of pore morphology on the biological response of mouse bone
marrow MSCs.91 In particular, the authors compared SC/PL
with 3D printing (also, robocasting) and observed higher
viability, proliferation, and chondrogenic diﬀerentiation in
cells growing on 3D printed scaﬀolds. These findings indicated
a need for fine control/tuning of the pore morphology and
architecture and, in particular in this specific work, for modulation of the open-pore tortuosity. This type of control is
obvious in 3D printing but is more diﬃcult with the SC/PL
method. Here, and in much recent work, graphene has been
incorporated with the aim of exploiting the enhancement of
cell development and regeneration by electric fields.93 The
reader is invited to refer to specific literature on the (sometimes
controversial) eﬀects of graphene-based materials on cellular
responses and, more generally, on the use of these materials for
biomedical purposes.94
The engineering of SyP-based constructs for tissue engineering
relies greatly on the mechanical properties of the scaﬀold, as well
as the overall porosity and the interconnectivity of the network of
pores that favor cell proliferation, signaling, and communication.
SC/PL oﬀers a wide range of parameters (e.g., the size and shape of
the porogen, the combination of several porogens, the SyP/
porogen ratio,85 and the SyP and additives to be used) that can
be selected and tuned to provide a wide range of flexibility in terms
of the mechanical properties and relevant features of the porous
network.
3.2.

Thermally induced phase separation

Another common technique for producing polymeric porous
scaﬀolds is TIPS. The principle of TIPS is that polymer–solvent–
nonsolvent or polymer–solvent solutions can precipitate into a
two-phase system (a polymer-lean and a polymer-rich phase)
through temperature quenching. A porous structure is then
obtained after the solvent is removed by evaporation or
extraction.84,95 As with SC/PL, this technique is suitable for a
large number of polymeric systems (limited to non-crosslinked
polymers because of the polymer solubility requirement),
although it does not allow a detailed control of the porous
structure with respect to 3D fabrication. Furthermore, solvent
residues may be harmful to cells, and environmental issues
dictate that solvents should be recycled.95 In the case of TIPS,
recent developmental trends consider the imaginative use of
material blending (including polymers, ceramics [both microand nano-architected], and metals), and combining different
technologies to push the design capabilities of the pore
topology.
For instance, in addition to SC/PL reported above,86 TIPS
has been combined with electrospinning96 to produce smalldiameter vascular scaﬀolds, with multiple layers based on
thermoplastic urethane and poly(propylene carbonate), specifically designed to match the mechanical properties of native
blood vessels. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)-chitosan scaﬀolds were
prepared by combining TIPS with mechanical foaming
(aeration).97 In another study, PLA scaﬀolds were prepared
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using TIPS combined with a supercritical carbon dioxide (sc-CO2)
drying step as a green alternative to a freeze-drying method and
tuning the processing conditions to the aimed structural properties
of the scaﬀolds.98 PLA scaﬀolds produced by TIPS proved
suitable in a broad range of tissue engineering applications.
Recently, TIPS has been used to fabricate nanofibrous PLLA
scaﬀolds that mimic the structure of fibrillar collagen while
maintaining macropores that can facilitate nutrient exchange
and cell migration.99 TIPS was recently utilized to prepare
scaﬀolds from PCL, dicalcium phosphate dihydrate, and calcium
silicates.100 This combination of additives, as well as the choice
of processing parameters, achieved a wide variety of pore topologies. Similarly, Liu et al. obtained 3-dimensional poly(propylene
fumarate-co-caprolactone) scaﬀolds with interconnected pores
through TIPS, with the scaﬀold morphology, compressive
mechanical properties, and wettability designed by adjusting
the copolymer concentration and solvent composition.101
3.3.

Electrospinning

Electrospinning involves an electrohydrodynamic process consisting of electrification of a liquid droplet to generate a jet,
followed by stretching and elongation of the jet to generate
fibers. The basic setup for electrospinning is rather simple and
readily accessible. The major components are a high-voltage
power supply, a syringe pump, a spinneret, and a conductive
collector. During electrospinning, the liquid is extruded from
the spinneret to produce a pendant droplet due to surface
tension. Upon electrification, the electrostatic repulsion among
the surface charges of the same sign deforms the droplet into a
Taylor cone, from which a charged jet is ejected. The jet initially
extends in a straight line but then undergoes vigorous whipping
motions because of bending instabilities. As the jet is stretched
into finer diameters, it solidifies quickly, leading to the deposition of solid fibers.102 A further development of the technique
uses a highly viscous melt instead of a polymer solution, and the
lower viscosity significantly improves the directional stability of
the fiber during its flight phase toward the grounded collector.
This allows a more targeted material deposition and makes
possible the fabrication of 3D constructs based on the principles
of additive manufacturing (melt electrospinning).103
Electrospinning is now an established technique used to
fabricate fibrous scaﬀolds whose topology can be easily tuned
by adjusting the fabrication parameters.99 In fact, the capacity
of a polymeric solution to be subjected to electrospinning
(electrospinnability) depends on numerous parameters, including
the fiber morphology and the final non-woven mat morphology.
These parameters may be grouped as follows: dope solution
properties (among these are viscosity, electroconductivity, and
surface tension), electrospinning conditions (the voltage, flow
rate, distance, spinneret size, and collecting system), and
ambient conditions (temperature and humidity).104 Studies of
electrospinning are mainly focused on the fabrication of nanofibers, and optimum electrospinning conditions have been
established to produce non-woven mats of uniform nanofibers
(a few hundred nanometers in size), without bead formation,
from several SyPs. Actually, an amazing wide variety of fibers
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has been produced, paving the way to detailed studies on the
eﬀects of fiber features on the scaﬀold properties. For instance,
PCL fibers were electrospun in a range of diameters from 0.1
to 4 mm using various solvent systems, such as formic acid,
dichloromethane/dimethyl formamide, chloroform, and dichloroethane.104 The authors observed that the fiber diameter greatly
aﬀected the topology and mechanical properties of the electrospun mat and, consequently, the cell behavior in terms of
adhesion and proliferation.
Other recent examples include fibers electrospun from
poly(vinyl pyrrolidone),101 polystyrene (PS),105 PLA,106 and
PLGA.107 The SyPs for electrospinning can be surface treated
with laminin,108 FN,109 gelatin,110 and other proteins to improve
cell adhesion or they can be chemicaly functionalization with
cell adhesion motifs. For example, Amores-de Sousa et al. fabricated highly aligned PCL electrospun nanofibers functionalized
with a peptide that contained RGD motifs (GRGDSP). The
authors found the combined eﬀect of alignment and RGD
functionalization enhanced the proliferation and diﬀerentiation
of NSCs and resulted in the development of significantly longer
neurites.111
Electrospun SyPs have found a great variety of applications
in tissue engineering scenarios.112,113 The coherent and aligned
orientation of nanofibers in electospun mats has an important
eﬀect on cell attachment and oriented proliferation, thereby
greatly enabling the engineering of tissues with a highly aligned ECM, such as tendons, cartilage, NSCs,111 and cardiac
patches.114,115 As previously discussed, a particular fiber alignment can be favored by controlling key parameters of the
electrospinning process (i.e., voltage, flow rate, and mandrel
rotation speed).116
Developing fully 3D thick tissues (i.e., thickness B5–100 mm)
by electrospinning has some important challenges. Arguably, the
simplest way to form a thick tissue might be to first fabricate
multiple thin layers of cells growing on the surface of an electrospun mat, followed by later superposition of these layers to form a
thick 3D structure.117 However, electrospun mats themselves are
a promising substrate for the fabrication of nearly 2D tissues
(or thin 3D constructs), such as skin grafts,118,119 thin layers of
aligned neurites for physiological modeling,111 scaffolds for dura
matter tissue,120 and vascular tissue.117
3.4.

Gas foaming

Gas foaming is an established technique for the production of
porous polymers,121 and many diﬀerent gas foaming techniques can be used to produce open- or closed-cell foams from
SyP. Polyurethane (PU) is a popular SyP for foam production for
industrial purposes (e.g., thermal and sound insulation)122–124
and its use has permeated to the exploration of tissue engineering applications.125–127 In tissue engineering applications,
the main aim is to produce open cell foams that will allow the
proliferation and communication needed between the cells that
form a tissue. One frequently used strategy to produce open cell
foams from polyurethane is to use CO2 as a blowing agent.128
CO2 can be generated during the polymerization of urethane by
adding water to the reaction mix in the presence of isocyanates.
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Other foaming techniques that have been explored for tissue
engineering applications include freeze drying62,129 and microwave heating.130
Supercritical foaming is an attractive strategy for fabricating
SyP-based scaﬀolds for tissue engineering applications.131,132
Supercritical foaming makes use of high-pressure vessels to
first solubilize a blowing agent (such as subcritical or supercritical CO2 or N2) within a polymer, and this is followed by the
induction of a metastable super-saturated state by pressure
quenching to trigger the nucleation of bubbles.133 Despite the
disordered nature of the method, an accurate control of the
pore size distribution, porosity, open-cell features, and tortuosity,
as well as the surface roughness, can be achieved by carefully
controlling the processing parameters.134,135 The lack of any
requirement for cytotoxic solvents, the possibility of operating at
mild conditions (for example, with PCL, at temperatures below
37 1C), and the potential to process a wide variety of polymers for
biomedical use are the main advantages of the technique.136 The
use of CO2 or N2 as a blowing agent represents another important advantage of supercritical foaming in tissue engineering
applications, since these gases rapidly leave the porous matrix
during foaming and have negligible residual cytotoxicity.132
The combined use of diﬀerent technologies allows for the
production of advanced structures in terms of multi-scale
porosity, hierarchical structures, functionalization, and graded
systems.137,138 All these features are relevant for recapitulation
of the structure of tissues and organs. For instance, Zhou et al.
combined gas foaming and 3D printing to fabricate hierarchical
macro/microporous polymer scaﬀolds from PLA.139 Salerno et al.
combined microfabrication and gas foaming to achieve dualshaped porous PCL scaﬀolds with pre-defined arrays of microchannels within a foamed porosity that mimicked the structure
of tissues like bone, blood vessels, and nerve tissues.136
Gas foaming methods can be easily utilized with SyP-based
composites without extensive modification of the processing
conditions typically suitable for the neat SyPs. A wide variety of
additives are now being utilized to improve foamability and foaming control or to improve the functional and structural properties of
the scaﬀold. For instance, HA is extensively utilized for bone-tissue
engineering;140 collagen, chitosan, and silk fibroin have been
utilized in nerve tissue engineering;141–143 and gelatin nanofibers
were utilized with PCL for skin tissue regeneration.144,145
Remarkably, supercritical foaming provides a wide range of
possibilities for multimaterial fabrication with highly enabling
potential in the context of tissue engineering. Relatively thick
supercritical foams may exhibit smaller pores near their surfaces
than in their interior. This variation in pore size can be used to
fabricate tissue-like constructs with diﬀerentiated cell types of
varying cell densities.132 Alternatively, multilayer combinations of
SyPs can form foams under the same conditions to yield materials
with diﬀerentiated characteristics that may favor or inhibit the
growth of diﬀerent cell types.146
3.5.

3D printing

3D printing,147,148 3D plotting, and bioprinting belong to a
broad class of novel processing techniques known as additive
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manufacturing (AM). AM is a technology that creates products
by adding materials layer by layer to reduce material waste
while generating arbitrary geometry.148 For this manufacturing
process, computer-aided design (CAD) software is used to
model 3D geometry and then convert it into a CAD file. The
3D model is then divided into a build file of 2D layers and sent
to a 3D printer to achieve the final product.
3D printing has become a valuable tool in biomedicine,
arguably providing greater architectural control and flexibility149,150
than other biofabrication techniques, which is key in engineered
tissue design. In recent years, researchers have extensively utilized
3D printing for the biofabrication of tissue engineering scaﬀolds,
as 3D printing can fabricate complex scaﬀolds at the micro- and
macro-scale in an easy, low-cost process.84,151–158 To date, 3D
printing represents a major scaffold production technology, and
an enormous number of papers now describe constructs achieved
with different SyPs and their composites. In silico designed shapes,
sizes, spatial dependence, and pore topologies that are impossible
to produce in alternative ways can be extremely easily produced by
AM, virtually without any limitation.
For tissue engineering, the most important limitation of AM
with respect to other processing techniques, namely the intrinsic
slowness of layer-by-layer deposition, is not an issue for these very
high-added value products.
Another limitation, the actual resolution of 3D printers
(currently of the order of 100 mm159 although steadily decreasing over time), is still much larger than the nanometer-scale
patterning now known to facilitate cell adhesion160 or to control
diﬀerentiation.161 For this reason, AM techniques are often
coupled with other techniques, as reported above. Novel additive
manufacturing techniques promise to reach the nanoscale,162
thereby alleviating these limitations of resolution and addressing
the compromise between speed and resolution.151,157,163,164
Finally, despite extensive research on both the equipment
and the materials, the viscoelastic and thermal property
requirements of 3D printer inks still constitute a limitation to
the number of ‘‘printable’’ polymers.

Review
In general, SyPs are more amenable to printing than are
natural polymers, and their mechanical properties have been
capitalized upon for printing tissue scaﬀolds. Thermoplastic
SyPs and synthetic thermosets148 (e.g., acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene,165 PLA,165–167 and PU168 provide superior structural
stability compared with natural polymers and can be combined, surface treated, or chemically functionalized in many
different ways to yield bioactive scaffolds that can support cell
attachment and growth.62,166,169,170 In particular, biodegradable/
bioabsorbable SyPs hold great promise in tissue engineering.62,171
The development of novel and biofunctional SyP-based hydrogels
will significantly the port enrich folio of bioinks available in the
years to come.
The diﬀerent techniques addressed in this section have
diﬀerent popularity and search query scoring. Fig. 5 shows
representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of
the typical scaﬀold morphologies attainable with the diﬀerent
techniques, while the circle size is proportional to the number
of studies published in the last six years containing ‘‘scaﬀold’’
and the technique name. Electrospinning and 3D printing are
by far the most utilized techniques; however, as reported in
Fig. 5, their pore topologies diﬀer dramatically, and, as clarified
in the following section, all techniques help in the understanding of cell-scaﬀold interactions.
In summary, in this section, we have presented several
examples in which SyPs have been functionalized by diﬀerent
means to enable and control cell adhesion, integration, and
diﬀerentiation, with the aim of making tissues that mimic,
as closely as possible, real physiological processes. Caring
about the cell-biomaterial interactions is mandatory when
designing a scaﬀold. Materials science has evolved and
expanded our toolbox to provide more sophisticated possibilities for tissue engineers. Therefore, designing scaﬀolds with
functionalities for challenging biomedical applications is now
possible. In the following sections, we will discuss the current
literature that describes the functionalization of SyPs to impart
antimicrobial, actuation, and conductive properties.

Fig. 5 Representative scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the morphologies of scaﬀolds manufactured with diﬀerent processing methods.
From left to right: 3D printing (adapted from Zhou et al.139 with permission from Elsevier), solvent casting/particulate leaching (SC/PL) (adapted from Mao
et al.172 with permission from Elsevier), thermally induced phase separation (TIPS) (adapted from Gay et al.173 with permission from Elsevier), foaming
(adapted from Salerno et al.174 with permission from Elsevier) and electrospinning (adapted from Xue et al.102 with permission from the American
Chemical Society). Circle size (SEM images and pink circles) is proportional to the number of Google Scholar results from 2015 (access January 26, 2020).
Pink circles schematize the zoom-out sizes of SEM image circles (keeping the same order). Numbers below the pink circles show the citations
corresponding to each manufacturing method from 2015 to 2019.
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4. Antimicrobial functionalization of
polymers
In tissue engineering applications, we frequently aim to develop
polymeric surfaces with antimicrobial properties. An antimicrobial character is relevant for biomedical devices including hip,
knee175 and other orthopedic implants,176 catheters,177,178 and
stents,179 and topical/external devices such as wound dressings.180
The emerging view on the primary goal of developing antimicrobial surfaces is not only killing microbes, but rather
avoiding their attachment and proliferation. Microbial adhesion followed by colonization and cell growth results in the
development of microbial biofilms.181 These biofilms are
composed of bacteria, frequently complex bacterial communities encapsulated within a polysaccharide matrix produced
in situ. Biofilms favor the survival of individual microorganisms
by mechanisms that include physical sheltering, horizontal
gene transfer of antibiotic resistance, among many others.182
Therefore, antimicrobial properties ideally should be tested in
the context of microbial biofilm formation.
Some implantable materials already possess antimicrobial
properties (mainly metals). Although SyPs such as poly(ethylene
imine) also exhibit an intrinsic and remarkable antimicrobial activity,183 the spectrum of polymeric materials with
intrinsic antimicrobial properties is per se much more reduced.
Certainly, the functionalization of SyPs surfaces greatly expands
the portfolio of alternatives for the fabrication of antimicrobial
implants.
4.1. Chemical functionalization for the fabrication of
antimicrobial surfaces
An intuitive approach to fabricate an antimicrobial polymer
surface is to functionalize a non-antimicrobial polymer surface
with an antimicrobial compound. On the selection of the
polymer to be used, the practitioner does not want to deviate
much from the usual portfolio of polymeric materials proven as
safe. This includes PLA, PS, polyvinylchloride (PVC), polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and other silicone materials, thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU), polytetrafluoroethylene, and
polyvinyl pyrrolidone, among others.
Diﬀerent methods have been used for the incorporation of
the antimicrobial compound to the polymer matrix. Antimicrobial surfaces can be fabricated by impregnation of materials
with biocides that are released into the surroundings whereupon microbes are killed.184 Compounds of natural origin, that
is compounds found in plants, animals, or insects, have been
used to impart antimicrobial properties to polymeric surfaces.
This is particularly frequent in the context of development of
food packaging, where the natural character of the antibacterial
compounds used is frequently correlated to a low toxicity for
human cells.
Diﬀerent methods have been used for the incorporation of
the antimicrobial compound to the SyP matrix. Antimicrobial
surfaces can be fabricated by impregnation of materials with
biocides that are released into the surroundings whereupon
microbes are killed.184 Compounds of natural origin, that is
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compounds found in plants, animals, or insects, have been used to
impart antimicrobial properties to polymeric surfaces. This is
particularly frequent in the context of development of food packaging, where the natural character of the antibacterial compounds
used is frequently correlated to a low toxicity for human cells.
In the simplest case of chemical functionalization, a
solution or suspension of the antimicrobial agent can be simply
deposited on the surface (wet chemistry) of the polymeric
surface,185 or mixed in the polymeric matrix. A recent illustration of this is a paper on the development of polymer fibers by
blending rosin, a well-studied antibacterial cocktail found in
pine trees, within diﬀerent polymers and melt-spinning.186
In this paper, the authors studied stability, processing, and
antibacterial eﬃcacy. Additional examples range from the use
of naturally occurring small molecules such as curcumin
(Curcuma longa) in polyacrylonitrile (PAN) films (Fig. 6a;187),
carvacrol and cinnamyl aldehyde in temperature sensitive
polyurethane films;188 tannic acid189 coatings in SyP catheters.
Also, usnic acid,193 a secondary lichen metabolite with antimicrobial activity against a number of planktonic Grampositive bacteria, has been used to produce polyurethane disks
with powerful antibacterial releasing properties.
Evidently, surface functionalization strategies through
chemical reactions that induce covalent binding are more
eﬀective in terms of stability and long-lasting eﬀect.194,195 Many
techniques have been documented as eﬀective for covalent
functionalization of polymeric surfaces196 including the treatment with UV light in the presence of photoinitiators.197 Both
small molecules and peptides have been used to impart antibacterial character to SyP surfaces through diﬀerent chemical
reaction schemes. The nature of the chemical reaction needed
to functionalize a polymeric surface depends on the molecule
to be functionalized. Next, we review some examples of polymer
surface functionalization that involve the functionalization of
polymers with small molecules and peptides with antimicrobial
properties.
In the extreme of small molecules, a novel strategy was
recently published by Namivandi-Zangeneh et al.198 The authors
developed a nitric-oxide antimicrobial SyP composed of oligoethylene glycol, hydrophobic ethylhexyl, cationic primary amine,
and functional groups capable of releasing nitric oxide (NO).
This NO-loaded composite exhibited a double and synergistic
antimicrobial action. Namely, the active release of NO from the
functional NO-releasing groups favored the dispersion of bacterial
biofilms, while the polymer matrix induced bacterial death
through a membrane wall disruption mechanism.198 Other small
molecules with known antimicrobial activity have been used in
combination with polymer matrixes to confer antimicrobial properties to the resulting composite. Liu et al. recently described
the synthesis of antimicrobial SyPs by combining antimicrobial
aldehydes derived from a natural origin (i.e.; Cinnamonum sp.,
Cymbopogon sp., Rosa sp., Eucalyptus sp., Vitis sp., and Oenanthe
sp.) with diﬀerent cyclo-hexanedione compounds using a one-pot
Hantzsch reaction scheme.199
Plasma-based techniques, methodologies based on the use
of gases in a plasma state, have been also used to functionalized
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Fig. 6 Examples of functionalization of SyP surfaces to impart antibacterial character. (a) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of (i) pristine
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and (ii) curcumin-loaded PAN films. The water contact angle of the films is shown in the insets. Antibacterial assay of curcuminloaded PAN films against (iii) Staphylococcus aureus and (iv) Bacillus subtilis (adapted from Govindaraj et al.,187 with permission from Elsevier).
(b) Functionalization of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) surfaces via polydopamine (pDA). (i) Functionalization strategy includes pDA surface coating and
antibacterial peptide addition. (ii) Peptides may attach to the PDMS surface by three diﬀerent mechanisms. (iii) Representative images of pristine PDMS
surfaces, PDMS-pDA surfaces, and PDMS-pDA-peptide surfaces. (iv) Antibacterial eﬀect, expressed in terms of fluorescence due to antibacterial
adherence, for PDMS, PDMS-pDA, and PDMS-pDA-CWR11 surfaces incubated for 24 h with Pseudomonas aeruginosa engineered to produce green
fluorescent protein (GFP) (adapted from Lim et al.,177 with permission from Elsevier). (c) Development of infection-resistant biomedical surfaces
(i.e., thermoplastic polyurethane [TPU]) via functionalization with antimicrobial b-peptides. (i) Thiol terminated DM/Hex b-peptide polymers (cationic
[DM] and hydrophobic [Hex] hexyl group subunits) were (ii) covalently tethered to the brominated substrate via the substitution reaction between thiol
and bromide groups. (iii) Antibacterial eﬀect of TPU surfaces functionalized with DM/Hex b-peptide polymers, expressed as killing eﬃciency against
Gram-negative bacteria (Escherichia coli and P. aeruginosa (PSO1)) and Gram-positive bacteria (methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA) and S. epidermis).
(iv) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of bacterial cells before and after incubation on TPU surfaces functionalized with DM:Hex b-peptides
(adapted from Qi et al.,190 with permission from ACS Publications). (d) Development of SyP mixed brushes with dual antifouling and antibacterial action.
(i) Schemes of the sequential chemical synthesis of the polymeric brushes at room temperature. RT: room temperature, HEAA: (N-hydroxyethyl
acrylamide, METAC: (trimethyl amino) ethyl methacrylate chloride, SI-ATRP: surface-initiated atom transfer radical polymerization, SI-PIMP: surfaceinitiated photoiniferter-mediated polymerization. (ii) Antibacterial repellent action. SEM images of S. aureus incubated for 72 h on surfaces grafted with
mixed polymer brushes polyHEAA/polyMETAC at two diﬀerent ratios of initiators that favor (iii) polyHEAA grafting, or (iv) polyMETAC grafting. Grafting
mixed brushes greatly improves the anti-bacterial adhesion properties (adapted from Fu et al.,191 with permission from Elsevier). (e) Portfolio of strategies
for the fabrication of SyPs with antibacterial properties based on the incorporation of nanoparticles with antimicrobial activity (adapted from
Moritz et al.,192 with permission from Elsevier).
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SyPs surfaces with antimicrobial agents by covalently linking
antimicrobial molecules to polymer surfaces.200 In an exemplary
work, Zhang et al. coated medical grade PVC samples with
triclosan and bronopol, two hydrophilic compounds that poses
a wide-spectrum antimicrobial activity and little toxicity in clinical
applications.201 The authors generated hydrophilic groups at the
PVC surface through oxygen plasma treatment to enable eﬀective
coating with bronopol and triclosan. Subsequently, they applied
an argon plasma treatment to enhance the antimicrobial properties of the PVC coated surface. Using Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis, the authors show that PVC
covalently incorporates chloride and bromide groups due to argon
plasma treatment.
A highly active front of research among the biomedical
community is the use of antibacterial peptides for the functionalization of SyP surfaces to infer an antibacterial character to
the polymer surface.177,202 Antibacterial peptides have been
recently regarded as flexible, eﬀective, and safer agents to
functionalize polymeric surfaces to impart antimicrobial
activity.203 Recent examples include the covalent immobilization of an antibacterial peptide (a cecropin–melittin hybrid) on
self-assembled monolayered substrates and a polymer surface
prepared by chemical vapor deposition;204 the use of pDA
deposited as a thin film over the surface of PDMS based
catheters to facilitate the attachment of CWR11 (Fig. 6b), a
wide spectrum antimicrobial peptide;177 the fabrication of antiadhesive and antimicrobial polymer brushes composed of
Pluronic F-127 functionalized with antimicrobial peptides and
RGD to enhance host cell proliferation;205 and the immobilization of KLR, a pore-forming antimicrobial peptide, into PS
surfaces using an EDC/NSH chemistry206 (widely used to form
peptide bonds).
In some functionalization strategies, the antimicrobial
peptides are not directly linked to the polymeric surface, but
covalently bound through a polymeric link. This approach
might favor the mobility of the peptide, improving antibacterial
action.
For example, Xiang et al. functionalized PDMS catheters
with antibacterial peptides by using an interlayer of polymer
brushes made of allyl-glycidyl ether.178 Qi et al. recently presented methods for developing infection-resistant biomedical
surfaces using antimicrobial b-peptide polymers (Fig. 6c;190).
The authors described the development of antibacterial SyPs
surfaces by functionalization of diﬀerent polymers (i.e., TPU,
polytetrafluoroethylene, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, PVC, and PDMS)
with antibacterial b-peptide polymers. These polymers (also
known as nylon-3 polymers), are synthetic molecules with well
documented antimicrobial activity207–209 that mimic the structure and function of host defense peptides,207,210 a family of
naturally occurring antimicrobial peptides. Surfaces were activated for peptide functionalization by using a combination of
oxygen plasma treatment and a treatment with bromoform.
This functionalization rendered polymeric surfaces with high
antibacterial activity against effective killing on drug resistant
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria. The authors subcutaneously implanted their antimicrobial surface polymers,
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pre-incubated with methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) in rats. These experiments revealed that, after 11 days
of implantation, a 3.4-log reduction of MRSA and significant
suppression of infection was achieved compared to bare TPU
controls. Rational peptide design will enable improved antimicrobial action at a reduced experimental cost. Modeling the
interaction between bacteria and antibacterial surfaces is part
of this effort.208
Antimicrobial activity is not enough.209 The antifouling and
antibacterial duality of polymeric surfaces is currently an
emerging interest among the biomedical engineering community which seeks for more eﬃcient ways to prevent deadly
infections in implanted device. For example, in a recent contribution, Fu et al. demonstrated the development of SyP brushes
with integrated antibacterial and antifouling properties (Fig. 6d).
The authors described a method for in situ fabrication of
polymer brushes with tunable structure on silica surfaces.191
To that end, they combined poly(N-hydroxyethyl acrylamide)
(HEAA) synthesized by surface-initiated atom transfer radical
polymerization (SI-ATRP) and cationic poly(trimethyl amino)
ethyl methacrylate chloride (METAC) synthesized by a surfaceinitiated photoiniferter-mediated polymerization (SI-PIMP).
The resulting polymer brush surfaces exhibited antibiofouling
and antimicrobial coating properties.
4.2. Mixing polymers with antimicrobial nanoparticles to
fabricate antibacterial SyPs
Another approach is to fabricate a composite with antimicrobial properties by combining a SyP and an antimicrobial
component (i.e., typically a micro or nanoparticle).211 Nanoparticles have been regarded as powerful antimicrobial entities
and are perceived as one of the main frontlines of defense of
humankind form antibiotic resistant bacteria.212
The incorporation of metallic micro- and nanoparticles to
SyPs matrices yields potent antimicrobial properties, and very
simple methods to functionalize polymeric surfaces using silver
(and other nanoparticles) can be found in literature.
Metal nanoparticles can be incorporated to SyPs matrices in
many diﬀerent ways192 (Fig. 6e) to impart antimicrobial properties to polymeric materials.213 For example, Thomas et al.
fabricated antibacterial surfaces on silicon-based urinary catheters (Silicone-Foley balloon catheters) by simply immersing
pieces of them in silver nanoparticles suspensions of 20 mg mL1
for 24 h.214 Interestingly, these silver nanoparticles were fabricated and isolated from bacteria. Silver,179,215 copper,216 and
zinc217 micro- and nanoparticles have used to provide antimicrobial properties to SyPs composites. Other examples include
the functionalization of polyimide surfaces with silver nanoparticles by adding dopamine to the polymer surface.218–220
Roe et al. coated SyP catheters with silver nanoparticles by
using a surfactant and N,N,N 0 ,N 0 -tetra-methyl-ethylenediamine
as a reducing agent. This simple strategy yielded a coating
of approximately 100 nm in thickness that enable the sustained release of silver for 10 days.215 In a seminal paper,
Sunbhy et al. presented a simple method of fabrication of
antibacterial composites that consist in silver bromide (AgBr)
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nanoparticles embedded in a cationic polymeric matrix.221
This composite exhibited potent antibacterial activity against
both Gram-positive and negative bacteria. Remarkably,
surfaces coated with this SyP were able to resist biofilm
formation. The authors demonstrated that it was possible to
tune the release of bactericidal silver ions of their composites
by simply controlling the size of the embedded AgBr nanoparticles. Two important differential attributes of this strategy
to produce antibacterial surfaces is the easy of synthesis of the
silver–polymer composite and the use of silver salt nanoparticles, instead of elemental silver or other complex silver
compounds.
Recently, electrospinning has been used to incorporate
nanoparticles to polymer materials yielding antimicrobial activity with tight control release.217 Thermal annealing combined
with soft molding was recently proposed as a method to embed
silver nanoparticles into PS films.222
In the years to come, current emerging trends in the
fabrication of novel antibacterial nanoparticles will greatly
enable the development of antibacterial biomedical surfaces.
The synthesis of non-metallic particles223,224 with strong antibacterial properties expand the portfolio of particles to be
used to fabricate antimicrobial SyPs surfaces. Also, yolk–shell
nanoparticles containing a metallic core may provide added
resources by reducing nanoparticle agglomeration that results
in loss of antimicrobial activity and providing added means
for control release for extended time periods.225 Du et al.
recently developed a portfolio of protocols for the synthesis
of nanoparticles with metallic silver core (the yolk) and a
microporous polymer shell.225 This shell enabled the Ag
metallic nanoparticles to release silver to the solution in a
long-term manner promoting long-lasting and efficient antimicrobial activity.

Review

5. Conductive polymers for tissue
engineering applications
Conductive polymers have become a popular resource for
diverse applications in the tissue engineering arena. They are
frequently reported in the context of development of bioactuators, biosensors, neural implants, drug delivery systems,
and cellular scaﬀolds.226 Fig. 7 provides a brief summary of the
content of this section, the main conductive polymers, and
their major applications. Electrically conductive polymers
including polyaniline (PANI), polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene
(PTh) exhibit a desirable biocompatibility level which makes
them suitable candidates for a wide range of biomedical
applications.
The conductive nature of these polymers promotes cell
adhesion and proliferation by allowing the manipulation of
cellular microenvironments to modify cell behaviors such as
adhesion, diﬀerentiation, and alignment through electric stimulation. Frequently, these conductive polymers are blended with
other SyPs, as their mechanical endurance is not suﬃcient for
most applications. In this section, we report some of the latest
updates in the use of conductive polymers including conductive
films, conductive fibers, conductive hydrogels, and conductive
scaﬀolds for tissue engineering applications. While the section
reviews the three most frequently referred conductive polymers,
other promising conductive polymers, and novel strategies for
incorporating them in tissue engineering applications are also
included in this section.

5.1.

Polyaniline

PANI has become an increasingly popular biomaterial as it
facilitates electrical stimulations in various diﬀerent ways.227

Fig. 7 Main conductive polymers in their major applications.
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PANI has a semi-oxidized chemical structure capable of
tuning oxidation states. PANI is composed of several anilines
polymerized by means of chemical or electrochemical oxidative methods. The redox state may vary which results in a
pernigraniline base, the completely oxidized form, semioxidized emeraldine base, or completely reduced leucoemeraldine.228–231 To be transformed into PANI, semi-oxidized
emeraldine must be treated with an acid, hence the nitrogen
atoms are protonated, and therefore polycations appear.
PANI benefits from conductivity, cost eﬀectiveness, and the
ability to switch color.231 Electrical conductivity and adsorption
properties of the compounds are influenced by protonation and
deprotonation processes leading to this color change.232 PANI’s
conductivity becomes unstable when the pH is neutral and at
temperatures above 150 1C. Nonetheless, if PANI is inside a closed
system with controlled conditions, it can preserve its conductivity.230 PANI is the only conductive polymer that has an electronic
structure that can be controlled in a reversible manner.232
These reversible electrical properties are due to the easy
doping or dedoping processes that can take place in the
presence of protonic acids. These processes involve the transition from conductive to semiconductive and to dielectric
forms.232
Although heavily inclined for use in general electronics and
engineering, PANI has been used in tissue engineering.231

Materials Advances
Bertuoli et al. have combined PANI with PLA and PEG to create
an electrospun, conductive and biocompatible scaﬀold for
cardiac tissue.82 The electrical conductivity of the fibers was
tuned with alteration of the PANI content. The authors reported
that PLA/PANI-5% uniaxial and PLA/PLA/PANI coaxial fibers
were found to be optimal for cardiac tissue engineering.82
A conductive electrospun fibrous scaﬀold was developed
using PANI coated with PU(PANI-PU) for use in vascular tissues.
Fig. 8a represents the fabrication strategy and Fig. 8b shows the
SEM images of the electrospun mats exhibiting the diﬀerences
in microstructure of the PU scaﬀolds with and without PANI
coating. Fig. 8c shows the rhodamine–phalloidin cytoskeleton
stained fluorescence images of the cultured HUVECs on the
fibers network. The morphology and organization of actin
structures on the developed scaffold were compared to a
control group which resulted in thin, non-spreading HUVECs.
The PANI-PU fibers showed well-stretched actin bundles.
Additionally, PANI-based scaffolds improved cell adhesion,
proliferation anticoagulation, endothelialization, and extension of HUVECs.233
A combination of PCL and PANI were electrospun into a
honeycomb structure using a template-free technique for ordering the nanofibers in a self-assembling manner.232 The fibers
networks were elongated and structured by alteration of the
electrospinning voltage resulting in diﬀerent architectures.

Fig. 8 Conductive polyaniline-polyurethane (PANI-PU) scaﬀolds. (a) Strategy for the fabrication of conductive PANI-PU scaﬀolds. (b) Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images showing the morphology of the PU electrospun mats with and without PANI coating. Scale bar (yellow): 50 mm; scale bar
(white): 5 mm. (c) Living human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) (green) after 24 h of culture on a control surface (polystyrene (PS)), PU, or PANIPU scaﬀolds. Scale bar (blue): 200 mm; scale bar (green): 20 mm. (d) Actin (red)-DAPI (blue) fluorescence images of the HUVECs after 5 days of culture
(adapted from Li et al.,233 with permission from Springer Nature).
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Developed electrospun mats were used for culturing adult
human dermal fibroblasts and have shown an enhanced cell
attachment, alignment, penetration, stiﬀness and tensile
strength.234 In specific, PCL- PANI-23 kV has shown a maintainable cellular growth and desirable infiltration properties.234
The same combination (PCL-PANI) has also been applied in
neural tissue engineering, specifically for the growth of
NSCs.235 The careful tuning of the ratio PCL to PANI resulted
in an optimal electroconductivity of 7.7  102 S cm1 for the
sample PCL-PANI (88 : 12). The developed electrically conductive nanofibers were found highly favorable for in vitro neural
diﬀerentiation due to their conductivities which were recorded
to be above that of biological fluids.235
Abasi et al. developed a biomimetic scaﬀold for growth of
NIH/3T3 fibroblasts and PC-12 neural progenitor cells from a
bionanocomposite of PANI-chloride and chitosan.236 The
fibers’ properties including conductivity and morphology were
controlled by alerting ratio of PANI to chloride in chitosan.
Additionally, the processing of the fibers and the drying technique (air-drying vs. lyophilization) were used to influence the
morphological characteristics of the fibers. In this study, PC-12
cells were found to respond in a more distinct manner to the
fibers’ properties than NIH/3T3 cells.236 As a result of the use of
this composite substrate, the extension and rate of neurite
growth were observed to be greater than when the cells were
cultured on pure conductive substrate.
PLA scaﬀolds with PANI nanostructures were engineered for its
use in bone regeneration. Chen et al. reported an in situ polymerization/TIPS strategy that allows a controlled distribution of
PANI within the network of PLA nanofibers.237 The coductivity
and porosity were controlled by variation of the PANI’s molecular
weight. The addition of the conductive polymer encouraged
osteogenic diﬀerentiation of bone marrow derived MSCs. The
MSCs adhesion on developed composite scaﬀold was investigated
by live/dead staining after one day culture which showed majority
of the cells to remain alive. PLA/PANI10, in particular, exhibited
osteogenic diﬀerentiation and calcium mineralization.237
Humpolı́ček et al. reported the polymerization reaction of
PANI cryogel which was synthesized in frozen PVA solutions.238
Cryogels are gel matrices formed within frozen monomeric or
polymeric precursor solutions. Cryogels have a network of macroporous structure that permits diﬀusion of solutes of diﬀerent
sizes. PANI cryogel is another form of biocompatible noncytotoxic substance that can be applicable to electrically excitable
tissues due to its surface energy, elasticity, hydrophilicity, and
porosity. The microporous structure of PANI cryogel highly
promoted the adhesion and growth of embryonic stem cells,
embryoid bodies, cardiomyocytes, and neural progenitors.238
All these examples illustrate that PANI can be used for multiple
applications including bio-sensing, regenerative medicine, and
more specifically in the tissue engineering of electrically excitable tissues.
5.2.

Polypyrrole

PPy, one of the earliest identified conductive polymers, oﬀers
a great level of biocompatibility, ease of preparation, and
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flexibility in processing. Doped PPy is benefited from good
mechanical properties for interacting with live tissue, hence
resulting in various applications in tissue engineering.239
Recent examples include noteworthy cell adhesion and growth
on endothelial cells, rat pheochromocytoma cells (PC12), glia
cells dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and MSCs.239 PPy’s polymer
chain consist of multiple nitrogen-containing aromatic cycles
formed by polymerization of the pyrrole monomer units.
Although heavily studied with diﬀerent analytical techniques,
the structure of PPy may diﬀer according to the doping state.231
Various chemical structures have been proposed for PPy among
which are the structures of dedoped and doped polymer chains.
PPy is amorphous and typically insoluble due to the magnetically non-equivalent aromatic carbons within its chemical
structure.240 Recently, soluble forms of PPy were synthesized
by the aim of flexible side chains which has shown a drastically
lower conductivity than insoluble PPy.241
Although less cost eﬀective compared to other conductive
polymers, PPy oﬀers an easier oxidation reaction along with a
more convenient processing.241 This oxidation is reflected by
the color changes in the material; it is typically yellow in its
neutral state, darker yellow with little oxidation, and blue or
black when doped. PPy’s conductivity may rise to E100 S cm1.231
The selection of the counter-ion used in this oxidation process
(e.g. perchlorate instead of oxalate) may also vary the conductivity
by a factor of 10. Commercial PPy includes tosylate counter-ions
that have a 15 S cm1 conductivity and are stable under ambient
conditions.241 Moreover, various in vitro and in vivo studies have
proven PPy to be biocompatible with negligible cytotoxicity and
inflammation induction potential.231
Diﬀerent composites of PPy with PCL and PLGA, were used
for fabrication of biocompatible tubes for nerve regeneration.242
The composites were fabricated in various molar ratios of PCL
and PLGA (PCL/PLGA 100 : 0, 90 : 10,80 : 20, and 70 : 30 (m/m))
to select the optimal candidate with desirable physical and
chemical properties for the intended application. While both,
PLGA and PCL are biodegradable and nontoxic polyesters. The
former presents high nutrient permeability, cell adhesion, and
cell proliferation243,244 while the latter has strong mechanical
properties, a slow degradation rate, and high compatibility with
other polymers.245,246 The PCL/PLGA/PPy films proved to be
nontoxic with great thermal stability and slow degradation rate
(90 days). Additionally, the addition of PLGA/PPy to the PCL
increased the electrical conductivity from 1  1010 to 5  103
(80 : 20 and 70 : 30 ratios). Furthermore, the composites were
found to be hydrophilic (contact angle = 70–781) and porous,
which made them suitable candidates for possible use in the
regeneration of peripheral nerves.242 The fibers showed no sign
of degradation up to after 150 days of incubation. The interconnection of pores of different size ranges highly promoted cell
growth and proliferation supported by PPy fibers. Developed
films in this study facilitated the formation of new tissue.
A self-electrical stimulated double-layered nerve guidance
conduit was fabricated from chitosan grafted PU and functionalized multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) nanofibrous
mats uniformly coated with PPy.247 MWCNTs were synthesized
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with inherent presence of carboxylic acid functional groups.
SC-PU fiber mats with functionalized MWCNTs were fabricated via electrospinning. The fiber mats were subsequently
coated with PPy through oxidative chemical polymerization of
pyrrole monomers. Two classes of fibers, including aligned
and randomly deposited, were coated with PPy and were
subsequently tested with pheochromocytoma cells (PC12)
and Schwann cells. Developed platforms have exhibited satisfactory cytocompatibility, which are great attributes for highdensity outgrowth of neuronal projections.247 The (chitosanPU/functionalized MWCNTs) nanofibrous scaﬀolds coated
with a PPy thin layer proved to have remarkable abilities in
proliferation and axonal growth than chitosan-PU and pristine
PU scaﬀolds.
PPy was also applied in the development of a bioinspired
cardiac scaﬀold made of electroconductive acid-modified silk
fibroin (AMSF)-PPy mixed with myocardial extracellular matrix.
AMSF-PPy scaﬀolds showed great cytocompatibility and high
cell viability over a 21 day culture period.248 The PPy remained
highly stable throughout the experiments with no signs of
delamination. The combination furthered the expression of
genes responsible for encoding proteins that regulate the
contractile and electrophysiological function of the heart.248
The relative expression levels of several genes including
b-myosin heavy chain (hMYH7), cardiac troponin T2 (TNNT2),
connexin 43 (GJA1), and NaV1.5 (SCN5A) were measured by
quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction
(qRT-PCR). Cardiomyocytes cultured on the surface of electroconductive silk substrates exhibited an increased expression
level for all assayed genes in comparison to cells cultured on
non-conductive substrates.
An electro-conductive elastomer composite was synthesized
by in situ polymerization of Py monomers within a supramolecular polymer matrix cross-linked by several hydrogen-bonding
2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (e.g. methacrylated PEG-co-ureido
Py) groups. The conductivity of the platforms increased with
the augmenting ratio of PPy (2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 wt%). Despite
the latest advancement of flexible electronics, this platform
was introduced as one of the first to oﬀer stretchability, selfhealing, adhesiveness, and sensing abilities integrated within
one conductive system.248
The proposed PPy electrically conductive elastomer demonstrated great potential as a functional sensor for its application
in wearable electronics.249 Incorporation of PPy caused a
decrease in the Young’s modulus of the hydrogel and an
increase in the tensile strain. There are desirable features for
the developed platform, specifically, when aimed at using as
wound dressing.
Lu et al. developed a conductive polyHEMA/PPy hydrogel.250
Additionally, 3-sulfopropyl methacrylate was used to dope PPy
and to maintain the conductivity of the hydrogel in physiological environment including skin. This conductive bioadhesive platform was used for electrical stimulation of chronic
wounds. This hydrogel outperformed a commercial dressing by
reducing bacterial adhesion and infection with lower protein
absorption, while quickening the healing rate.250
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5.3.

Polythiophene

Alike PPy chemical structure, PTh is composed of a series of
aromatic rings in which sulfur replaces the nitrogen. PTh is a
conductive polymer typically synthesized polymerizing monomers (thiophene, Th) or by substituting prepared or polymerized backbones. Following the same mechanism as that of PPy,
the oxidation, addition, and the deprotonation cycles are
repeated to expand the main chain. Electropolymerization of
monomers is rarely performed as a high oxidation potential is
required, hence oligomers including bithiophenes or terthiophenes are mainly used in such reactions. The electrochemical
polymerization is typically performed in non-aqueous solutions
while acetonitrile, propylene carbonate, and benzonitrile are
the main electrolytes, and indium tin oxide, conducting glass
and platinum are often used as electrodes.242
PTh also presents thermal and chemical stability with a
conductivity above 100 S cm1. In addition, further functionalization may render more selective and improved electrocatalytic qualities. To obtain a high conductivity, monomers
have to be linked at the 2- and 5-positions, whereas 2,4and 2,3-positions reduce this factor considerably.251 Optical
and electrical properties of PTh vary when stimulated by
external physicochemical components including solvents and
temperature.231
A 3D printable conductive hydrogel was proposed from
combination of polythiophene: poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
(PEDOT) and PS sulfonate (PSS). This class of hydrogel can be
photocrosslinked without losing its high electrical conductivity.252
In addition, DRG cells were encapsulated within the network of
gelatin methacryloyl,253 a semi-synthetic polymer widely used in
tissue engineering. This combination was integrated within 3D
printed conductive hydrogel and was applied in neural diﬀerentiation under electrical stimulation (ELST). The ELST consisted of
1000 mV per sample of the steady state direct current electric field
for 2 days. With respect to PEDOT:PSS 0.00%, PEDOT:PSS 0.91%,
this printable hydrogel exhibited a great structural support and
systematic transfer of ELST to DRG cells hence inducing a
significant diﬀerence in neuronal gene expression with or without
ELST treatment.252
A new class of highly electrically conductive adhesives were
fabricated from PEDOT:PSS within silver/epoxy composites.254
Although no application was reported in this study, the conductivity, shear strength and morphological analyses of the
hybrid composites have proven the developed material to be a
candidate to fabricate electrically conductive adhesives.254
Nano-fibrillated cellulose and PTh were used for fabrication
of highly conductive flexible and mechanically robust films.251
The PTh graft, in this fabrication strategy, caused a small
decrease in the mechanical strength, while a great increase in
electrical conductivity was observed.255
A polymer derived from the family of PTh was used in
fabrication of hybrid scaﬀolds. Planellas et al. reported electrospun fibers made from poly(3-thiophene methyl acetate)
(P3TMA) and an L-leucine-derived polymer containing ester,
urea and amide groups as the supporting material.256 While
P3TMA exhibits pronounced electrochemical responses, it cannot
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be used as the sole material for the development of the scaﬀolds
due to its limited mechanical integrity. Although the proposed
scaﬀolds were not used in tissue engineering applications, they
have shown promising features such as amorphousness, thermal
stability, and strong electrochemical response.
5.4.

Alternative conductive polymers and copolymers

Diﬀerent polymer and various compositions of them including
PANI/PPy, PDMS/PPy and PDMS/PPy/PANI can be used in
diﬀerent orders and molar rations to combine desirable
characteristics of each polymer system.257 Alternatively, other
types of conductive polymers including polyacetylene, polyphenylenesulphide, polyphenylene-vinylene, polythienylenevinylene, poly(p-phenylene), and PEDOT226,257 have been used
in biomedical scenarios (Table 3).
Common applications of these conductive polymers are in
drug-delivery systems, artificial muscles, bioactuators, biosensors, neural recording. These polymer systems are lesser known
than the three main introduced conductive polymers (PANI,
PPy, PTh). Nevertheless, they oﬀer favorable properties such as
biocompatibility, promotion of cell adhesion, migration, proliferation, and diﬀerentiation, as well as protein secretion. These
attributes make them great candidates for tissue engineering
applications.
Past few decades have seen a remarkable advancement in
the field of biomaterials and tissue engineering. Conductive
polymers play a vital role in design and fabrication of tissue
engineering platforms when applications including cardiac,
nerve, neural, bone and vascular tissue engineering are concerned. Conductive polymers gained increasing popularity due
to their biocompatibility, tunable conductivity, ease of synthesis, and modification. While conductive biomaterials were
tested extensively for their in vitro performance, the need for
further in vivo assessment remains as a need.

Table 3

6. Actuators
Actuation, or the ability of a material to move or change its
shape in response to a stimulus, is a functionality that is being
pursued by tissue engineers for diverse applications including
controlled release of cargos (e.g., nucleic acids, drugs, growth
factors, and other proteins), development of soft robots
with potential applications in biomedicine, and fabrication
of dynamic ‘‘smart’’ scaﬀolds for tissue engineering applications.258–260 All these devices/applications must often be
coupled with sensing capabilities.261,262
Programmable actuation behaviours can be useful for overcoming the various challenges and limitations of biomedical
devices; for instance, actuation may enable a fine control of
biological events by adding a fourth dimension to the biological
system (i.e., the temporal coordinate). The overall goal of
bioactuators is to generate functional outcomes in the form
of responses to various external physical or chemical stimuli,
including temperature,263–265 pH,266–269 ionic strength,270–272
oxidation/reduction,273–275 light,276–280 and electric281–284 or
magnetic fields285–287 that satisfy biocompatible conditions.
Next, we illustrate diﬀerent strategies that have been
exploited for functionalization of SyPs to develop various kinds
of actuators with exciting biomedical applications. Our discussion is guided by degree of complexity of the functionalization
strategy, which often correlates with the sophistication of the
results achieved.
6.1.

Thermoresponsive actuators

Several clever examples of actuators that are responsive to
changes in temperature can be found in the recent literature.259,260,263,288,289 In particular, self-folding materials that
respond to benign changes in temperature around 37 1C are
very attractive for applications under physiological conditions.

Alternative conductive polymer systems and their characteristics

Polymer

Conductivity
(s cm1)

Doping
materials Advantages

Polyacetylene

104–105

I2, Br2Li,
Na, AsF5

Polyphenylenesulphide

500

AsF5

Polyphenylene-vinylene

104–105

AsF5

Polythienylene-vinylene

2.7  103

AsF5

Poly(p-phenylene)

103

AsF5, Li,
K

Poly(3,43  105–
ethylenedioxythiophene) 5  105

Flexible in cis form, brittle in trans
form, higher conductivity once
doped
High temperature thermoplastic,
resistance to heat, acids, alkaline,
mildew, bleaches, aging, sunlight
and abrasion
Its precursors can be manipulated
in aqueous solution, good optical
properties, high stability
Low energy gaps, regio-regular
polymers with high crystallinity in
solid states
Made semiconductor when
oxidized or using dopants,
chemical stability, thermal
stability, rigid backbone
High stability, high conductivity,
biocompatibility, high mechanical
strength, water solubility
(doped with PSS)
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Disadvantages

Common
applications

Insoluble in solvents, air
exposure decreases its
flexibility and conductivity
Limited solvent absorption
and resistance to dyeing

Solution-processing
for film-forming

Insoluble in water, doping is
essential to increase
conductivity
Little to no luminescence
(prohibited transition from
the lowest energy excite state
to ground state)
Complicated synthesis, poor
solubility of unsubstituted PPP

Biosensors lightemitting diodes,
photovoltaic devices
Photovoltaic devices

Relatively low mechanical
strength

Valves, compressors

Molecular composites, nonlinear
optics,
electroluminescence
Antioxidants, drug
delivery, neural
prosthetics
electrode
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For example, Breger et al. developed microgrippers that combine polypropylene fumarate (PPF) and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) (PNIPAM-AAc). This microgrippers were
responsive to small changes in temperature (Fig. 9ai).264 These
self-folding, star-shaped grippers bent inward or outward when
cooled or heated, thereby enabling the eﬀective gripping of

Materials Advances
microscopic objects, such as tissue spheroids (Fig. 9aii).265 The
rationale behind the fabrication of these soft grippers is simple
and smart. Segmented sections of PPF, which is a non-swelling
polymer with a high modulus (i.e., stiﬀ), were dispensed atop a
continuous layer of PNIPAM-AAc, which is a swelling hydrogel
with a low modulus (i.e., flexible). The PNIPAM-AAc structure

Fig. 9 Synthetic polymer (SyP) actuators for biomedical applications. (a) poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid) (PNIPAM-AAc)-based microgripper responsive to thermal or pH stimuli. (i) Schematic representation of the actuator design and its response to warm and cool stimuli (adapted from
Breger et al.264) (ii) and its use as a soft thera-microgripper loaded with doxorubicin wrapping a spheroid of breast-cancer cells (adapted from
Malachowski et al.265). (iii) A graphene surface is grafted with a PNIPAM brush using polydopamine (pDA) chemistry to render an ultrathin actuating
devices (adapted from Xu et al.290); (iv) by adding a second layer of graphene and depositing silver nanocubes, the actuator serves as a surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) sensing device for biological specimens (adapted from Xu et al.291). (b) Plasmonic temperature sensor based on PNIPAM
microgels decorated with gold (Au) nanoparticles (adapted from Choe et al.292). (c) Precise shape/swelling control in polyacrylamide (PAAm) hydrogel
actuators using DNA hairpin engineering (Cangialosi et al.293). (d) pH-responsive valve made from polyacrylic acid (PAAc) and PAAm for a drug-delivery
device (adapted from Han et al.258). Scale bar: 2 mm. (e) Phototactic biobot device based on PDMS (with diﬀerent stiﬀness), patterned fibronectin (FN),
cardiomyocytes (transformed to respond to light), and an Au skeleton. Scale bar (green): 5 mm; scale bar (white): 50 mm; scale bar (yellow): 5 mm (adapted
from Park et al.294).
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excludes water and contracts above 36 1C, whereas it absorbs
water below 36 1C and swells. The authors also show that the
incorporation of Fe2O3 into any of the two polymeric components created soft grippers that were also magnetically responsive, providing an additional degree of functionality.
Another contribution from the Gracias group is hybrid
constructs of graphene, pDA, and PNIPAM, which were used
to develop ultra-thin thermoresponsive actuators. Graphene is
a planar molecule that spontaneously arrays into thin planar
sheets of nanometer-scale thickness, so it has been widely
viewed as an attractive material for applications related to
flexible electronics and smart sensors, especially given its
conductivity and enormous surface-to-volume ratio. However,
one important challenge is that graphene is highly chemically
inert and does not easily respond to external stimuli on its own.
Xu et al. noncovalently functionalized graphene layers with a
thin layer of pDA (i.e., 5 nm in the dry state) that altered the
hydrophilic graphene surface and enabled further functionalization with responsive materials.290 The authors grafted
PNIPAM onto these graphene monolayers and then fabricated
diﬀerent planar devices of diverse shapes and sizes (Fig. 9aiii).
The authors ultimately demonstrated the feasibility of controlling the folding process by selectively patterning only certain
sections of the constructs. In a sequel to this paper, Xu. et al.
showed that these hybrid graphene–polymer-based ultrathin
‘‘skin-like’’ layers can be used to cover biological samples
(i.e., pollen particles and cells) to conduct surface-enhanced
Raman spectroscopy (SERS) over the entire external surface of
the sample (Fig. 9aiv).291
Similarly, Choe et al. also combined thermo-responsive
actuation and plasmonic sensing to develop polyacrylamide
(PAAm) hydrogels loaded with sensing particles of PNIPAM
microgels decorated with negatively charged gold (Au) nanoparticles in the range of 26 to 72 nm (Fig. 9bi).292 At low
temperature, the PNIPAM microgels absorbed water and
expanded, causing a distancing of the Au plasmonic nanoparticles. At increasing temperatures, the PNIPAM microgels
extruded water, thereby decreasing the distances between the
Au-nanoparticles and triggering plasmon coupling. A diﬀerent
color was then perceived at low (24 1C; red) and high (50 1C;
violet) temperatures, in response to the changes in distancing
between the plasmonic nanoparticles.
The authors also encapsulated these plasmonic microgels
into PDMS films to fabricate stretchable patches that could
be substantially deformed (i.e., 90%) without exhibiting
any color shift. These thermo-responsive patches can be seen
as simple, smart, stretchable, and wearable colorimetric
thermometers.
6.2.

Chemically responsive actuators

Inducing temperature changes in biological systems is not
always feasible or convenient. For example, exceeding 37 1C
in mammalian cellular systems will result in cell death and
extensive tissue damage. For this reason, chemically responsive
actuators are a more appealing option for tissue engineering
applications.258,295–301
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Chemically responsive bioactuators often respond to ionic
strength charges or pH changes. The basic understanding of
polymer–polymer, polymer–solvent, and polymer–solute interactions may lead to the engineering of SyPs-based actuators
that undergo mechanical and shape transformations after
responding to various external stimuli.302 For example, polyelectrolytes (i.e., polymers with repeats of cationic or anionic
groups in their structures) contain functional moieties that
accept or donate protons to the environment in response to
changes in pH.303 In turn, the distribution of charges in
polyelectrolytes determines the relevant properties, such as
solubility, water absorption (i.e., swelling or contraction), and
conformational changes. Therefore, pH changes are frequently
used to induce actuation.
An illustrative example of pH-mediated actuation is shown
in Fig. 9c. Han et al. developed pH responsive valves that
enabled precise control of the opening and closing of drug
delivery systems.258 These valves were made from polyacrylic
acid (PAAc) and PAAm. The swelling ratio between PAAc and
PAAm exhibits a dramatic shift around pH 6, and PAAm
absorbs more water than PAAc below the threshold of 6.0.
The opposite is true at pH values higher than 6.0. The
authors covalently bonded layers of PAAm and PAAc and
exploited this diﬀerential swelling to engineer simple and
robust pH-responsive valves within hydrogel capsules.
Chemical stimuli can be made as specific as one can
envision. This enables great flexibility, specificity, and control
in the engineering of biological actuation. For example, next we
illustrate the use of strings of DNA as a means of producing a
family of highly flexible and specific bioactuators.
6.3.

Bioinspiration, integrated bioactuators, and biobots

The use of actuators in biomedicine is greatly inspired by
nature. Most of the major components of native tissues or
organs, which have complex 3D architectures, generate unique
and powerful mechanical motions under specific biological
and physiological environments. For example, the heart shows
a strong rhythmic contraction behavior that eﬃcient pumps
blood to the whole body. This contraction is controlled by a
unique electrical conduction system (e.g., sino-atrial node,
atrio-ventricular node, bundle of His, bundle branches, and
Purkinje fibers).304 Similarly, peristaltic movement in the esophagus or gut consists of sequential and alternating waves of
relaxation and contraction of smooth muscles of the gastrointestinal wall to propel food along the gut.305 Some biochemical cues can also trigger movements; for example, nitric oxide
triggers vasodilation and caﬀeine causes vasoconstriction.305
Most of these dynamic conformational changes of tissues
are caused by built-in mechanisms that respond to intrinsic
and/or external stimuli, adding a fourth dimension to the
biological system. In this respect, great challenges and opportunities exist for the development of ‘‘smart’’ material–tissue
interfaces that can carry out the unique function of native
tissues—and some of these functions might be helpful for
adding functionality to biomedical devices.302 For example,
Cangialosi et al. used different DNA sequences to induce
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different degrees of swelling in pDA hydrogels.293 These DNA
sequences of different sizes and codings served as crosslinking
strings between the pDA chains. DNA hairpins, specifically
engineered to selectively recognize sites within the crosslinking
sequences, were used to extend or contract the crosslinking
sequences, thereby inducing a global expansion or contraction
of the polymeric network. This strategy offers flexibility and
specificity at the molecular level, as the local complementariness between specific base pairs at hairpins and crosslinkers
can be precisely designed to produce specific elongations in
terms of length and location. The authors demonstrated the
fabrication of complex constructs (e.g., crab-like microrobots;
Fig. 9d) in which the movement of the legs, the antennae, or the
claws can be differentially controlled using different combinations and permutations of cross-linkers and hairpins.
Recently, a novel group of smart materials, based on the use
of Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats
(CRISPR)-responsive hydrogels, has been recently proposed and
demonstrated in proof-of-concept applications. In this case, the
Cas12a nuclease induces changes in SyP networks at diﬀerent
length scales when it reaches its target DNA sequence, releasing
either nanoparticles or cells that were imprisoned within DNA
networks.306 This powerful approach may enhance the versatility and programmability of polymeric hydrogels versatility by
solely including guide RNA sequences specifically recognized
by Cas12a. This novel strategy may be more sensitive than
conventional DNA-responsive hydrogels that usually demand significant amounts of DNA for triggering material modification.306
The engineering of soft robots capable of performing
complex mechanical tasks that imply a dynamic coordination
in time and space (e.g., walking or swimming) is an emerging
and exciting field of applications for actuators.259,280,307–309 One
constraint of chemically responsive actuation is that concentrations tend to equalize or equilibrate rapidly in aqueous
systems.294 Achieving directed and coordinated displacement
therefore often requires designs that consider responsiveness
to external stimuli, such as electromagnetic forces or
light.259,286,308 A fine example of a multi-material soft-robot
with responsiveness to light has become a young classic in this
field. In this work, Parker et al. designed, fabricated, and tested
a multi-material and ray-like tissue-engineered micro-robot
capable of swimming guided by light stimuli.294 Four layers
of different materials were superimposed to create the robot
(Fig. 9ei). This architecture was inspired by the actual musculoskeletal system of batoid fish (i.e., rays, skates, and guitarfish)
and consisted of a top monolayer of muscle tissue composed of
rat cardiomyocytes adhered through a fibronectin coating to a
thin interstitial layer of PDMS, followed by a skeleton of Au, and
a bottom layer of PDMS.
Two key elements of the design are as follows. First, the
stiﬀness, thickness, composition, geometric configuration, and
alignment of the elements in each layer were carefully designed
to emulate the wavy, smooth movement that is enabled in
batoid fish by the periodic contractions of their bodies
(Fig. 9eii; please see the original paper for details). Second,
the cardiomyocytes were genetically engineered to respond to
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light stimuli due to expression of channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), a
light-responsive ion channel. The authors demonstrated that
the activation of light signals at the right, left, or centerline of
the ray could guide the swimming of this tissue-engineered ray
to eﬀectively follow the optical stimuli.

7. Summary and future perspectives
Past few decades have seen a remarkable advancement in the
field of biomaterials and tissue engineering. Natural polymers
have been a big protagonist on this advance, and arguably an
intuitive choice. After all, nature has embedded millions of
years of evolution on refining them. However, nowadays SyPs
functionalized for biological purposes are becoming increasingly relevant players in biomedical industry and research.
Here, we have reviewed some theoretical fundamentals and
recent developments to engineer SyPs through functionalization and render them suitable for diverse applications related
to tissue engineering. SyPs functionalization has enabled the
control of cell adhesion, proliferation, diﬀerentiation, and
integration aiming to make tissues that mimic physiological
processes. The engineering of SyPs systems to modulate mechanical strength, surface, degradation capability, and hydrophobic/
hydrophilic features, and responsiveness to various stimuli
(e.g., temperature, pH, Ionic strength, electric and/or magnetic
field, light), has opened a wide range of opportunities in all fields
of biomedical research.
The chemistry toolbox that we currently have to fine tune
SyP characteristics enables the creation of polymers capable not
only of modulating cell attachment, but directing cell fate. This
takes us closer to the ambitious aim of engineering more
diverse and refined microenvironment that soon will be
capable of mimicking complex human tissues.
As we discussed in Section 3, chemical functionalization is
only part of the story. Cells powerfully respond to physical cues
related to the topology of the substrate that they sense. Diﬀerent
manufacturing techniques can be used to engineer topology into
SyPs scaﬀolds for tissue engineering purposes. Some of these
techniques (such as SC/PL, TIPS, electrospinning, gas foaming
and 3D printing) have been known and used in classical manufacturing but have found more frequent translation to tissue
engineering only recently. Some other emerging manufacturing
technologies are greatly expanding the portfolio of available
strategies to functionalize polymers. That is the case of
microfluidics310 or 3D bioprinting which are just gaining
momentum. New 3D printing strategies such as chaotic printing process,151–154,157,311 the use of chaotic flows instead of
layer by layer deposition to produced multilayered microstructures, may be a powerful enabler in the near future for
the engineering of SyP-based scaffolds for tissue engineering.
We also briefly reviewed the state of the art in SyPs functionalization to impart antimicrobial of conductivity to surfaces,
scaﬀolds, and devices. In the years to come, antimicrobial and
conductive polymers will become powerful enablers of tissue
engineering. Conductive polymers will play a vital role in design
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and fabrication of tissue engineering platforms when applications including cardiac, nerve, neural, bone, and vascular tissue
engineering is concerned. Conductive polymers gained increasing
popularity due to their biocompatibility, tunable conductivity,
ease of synthesis, and modification. While conductive SyPs have
been tested extensively for their in vitro performance, the need for
further in vivo assessment remains as a need.
Ideally, a biomedical material must sense and respond to its
environment, either chemically or physically. In Section 6 we
highlighted the underlying fundamentals and recent applications of artificial actuators and biomedical applications of
SyP-based actuators that recognize, and respond to, changes
in the physiological environment. Work into combining various
chemical structures and conjugating desired functional groups,
which are capable of identifying specific target stimulus, has
led to the advent of unique and intelligent polymers for
actuating.312–314 Frequently, the development of actuators is
based on observations from nature, where a wide range of
molecular engines provide nano- and micro-scale locomotions.
These engines can be powered by chemical fuels, chemical
interactions, and magnetization, which still limit their use in
physiological systems. We envision that tailor-made SyPs-based
materials will lead to the design of smarter actuators and
biobots. These programmable actuator systems will enable
the fabrication of smart and programmable drug delivery
systems to deliver and release cargos such as drugs, miRNA,
and growth factors under specific biological environment for
treating various types of disease.
A final note on bioinspiration follows. As the reader will
perceive, bioinspiration is a main trend on the engineering of
polymeric surfaces for biomedical engineering applications.315
This makes total sense. In nature, we find exemplary illustration of how simple surface chemistry and surface topology
enables complex biological functionality. In nature, we also
observe how physical and chemical stimuli trigger physiological responses in our tissues in a precise, elegant, and
eﬀective fashion through sophisticated actuators. Our ability
to learn from nature will certainly continue improving our
capabilities to engineer polymer surfaces towards tissue engineering applications.
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